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FOREWORD

This executive summary describes a study of wind energy conversion systems for
electric utility applications. Complete details are presented in Design Study
of Wind Turbines, 50 kW to 3000 kVJ. for Electric Utility Applications, NASA
Report CR-134937, Kaman Aerospace Corporation Report R-1382, hereafter referred
to as the "Design Study." The nine-month program was conducted under contract
NAS3-19404, awarded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
Lewis Research Center, in November 1974, as a part of the Energy Research and
Development Administration's Federal Wind Energy Program. John Sholes was the
NASA project manager and provided valuable review and guidance throughout the
program.

Special acknowledgement is made to Northeast Utilities and their personnel
who assisted in the project. Michael Lotker served as the project coordinator
for Northeast Utilities. Valuable assistance was also rendered by the
Colorado Springs Public Utilities and by the Connecticut Department of Envi-
ronmental Protection.

The Mueller Engineering Corporation and The Lightning and Transient Research
Institute contributed critical specialized technical assistance. In addition,
numerous equipment and structure suppliers furnished technical and cost data
for the study.

Many personnel at Kaman Aerospace Corporation contributed to the study. Those
who led the effort and wrote the final report were: Donald Brierley, Robert
Collins, Thomas Cook, Herbert Gewehr, George McCoubrey, Richard Meier, Robert
Paterson, Arved Plaks, John Schauble and Charles Wirth. George Neu prepared
this summary.



INTRODUCTION

Concern over environmental pollution, the 1973 oil embargo, and the dramatic
increase in imported oil prices in recent years have rekindled interest in
harnessing the wind to produce electricity. The Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration (ERDA), as part of its overall plan to reduce U. S. depen-
dence on overseas energy resources, delegated to the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) administrative and technical direction of programs
to develop large-scale wind generator systems compatible with existing electric
utility grids. The purpose of the program was to study and analyze various
sizes of wind-energy generators, configurations of rotors, generating and con-
trol components and support structure (towers and foundations). From this
study, Kaman was to develop two preliminary wind turbine designs to produce
electrical energy at the lowest cost per kilowatt-hour. These optimized designs
were to include a low-power system between 50 and 500 kilowatts, and a high-
power system between 500 and 3000 kilowatts.

NASA established certain guidelines to focus and control the program. In its
broad essentials, the wind generator systems (WGS) were to have A horizontal
axis propeller or rotor on one end of the system (input) and a normal public
utility electric grid on the other end (output). In between, Kaman was free
to design and optimize the system, including the rotor itself, to produce
power at lowest cost per kilowatt-hour.

The specific guidelines established by NASA were:

1. The WGS should produce power at a cost competitive with other
power generating methods, and must be compatible electrically
with existing electric utility grids.

2. Only horizontal-axis, propeller-type rotors are to be con-
sidered. However, the number of blades, the hub type, blade
control, type of tower, number of rotors on a tower, and rotor
size are unspecified.

3. The WGS must operate automatically without an attendant on-
site. It must also be capable of being started (providing
wind speed is sufficient) and stopped from a remote location.

4. Designs will not include provisions for storage of power.
Power will be fed directly into a standard utility network.

5. State-of-the-art, available technology is to be used to the
maximum, and off-the-shelf commercial parts, components, and
subsystems used whenever possible.

6. Government-furnished wind data are to be used. Sites with
median wind speeds of 12 and 18 mph are to be used for pre-
liminary design and evaluation.



7. A 30-year life for rotor, drive and generating subsystems,
and a 50-year life for structure are required.

8. Costs are to be calculated for production quantities of wind
generating systems.

Kaman established some additional guidelines:

1. Use proven rotor and rotor control designs.

2. Apply known, low-cost rotor fabrication techniques.

3. Coordinate closely with an operating utility.

4. Use subcontractors and consultants to augment in-house cap-
ability, particularly in critical electric utility institu-
tional cost estimating.

The program was divided into three phases for control purposes, and the phases
subdivided into major tasks. Phase 1 consisted of two tasks:

1. Conceptual Design. Identify and evaluate feasible WGS design
alternatives and based on estimates of sizes, weights, effi-
ciencies and costs, select the best to be optimized.

2. Computer Program. Develop a parametric computer program to
optimize the concept selected.

Phase II also had two tasks:

1. Concept Optimization. Use the computer program to optimize
the selected concept within the constraints and guidelines.

2. Utility Applications and Requirements. Study the technical
interface requirements of the WGS with a utility system and
the economic considerations affecting its operation in an
existing power grid. Explore the difficulties of using a
new power-generating technology such as WGS.

Phase III consisted of the preliminary design of a high- and low-power system,
and further refinement of subsystem development and production costs in order
to derive accurate capital and energy costs.

The body of this executive summary will proceed chronologically by phase and
task. It will describe how the work was performed, the major considerations
and rationale for concept selection and optimization, and the key factors
affecting system, subsystem, and component preliminary design and selection.
Conclusions supported by the study will be listed, and recommendations made.



PHASE I

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

Many basic concepts within the broad ground rules were studied at the outset
of the conceptual design phase in arriving at a basic configuration. From
these studies, the subsystems were identified and an arrangement of components
emerged as follows:

1. A rotor subsystem to extract energy from the wind and convert
it to useful torque to drive the electric generator.

2. A controls subsystem to position the WGS relative to the wind
direction, start and stop the WGS, control the rpm of the rotor,
regulate power output, monitor the system for faults and ini-
tiate emergency shutdown, and record and transmit certain
data to a control station.

3. A structure subsystem to support and protect the generating com-
ponents. The structure includes foundation, tower, turntable
upon which the generating components rest and which interfaces
the stationary structure with the rotating structure, and an
enclosure to protect the generating components from the elements.

4. A drive subsystem to transfer and convert the high-torque, low
rpm of the rotor to the low-torque, high rpm input to the gen-
erator. It includes the rotor drive shaft, speed-increaser
gearbox, and shafting from the gearbox to the generator. Ancil-
lary items also considered part of the drive subsystem include
blade pitch control mechanism, turntable drive mechanism, parking
brake and a hydraulic power system for the orientation and pitch
controls.

5. The electrical subsystem to convert the energy of the rotor to
electric current and feed the electricity to the grid. It
includes the generator, cables, protective relaying equipment
and controls, a transformer, and main circuit breakers.

A considerable number of concepts for arrangement and placement of subsystems
were eliminated during the course of the study because of technical complex-
ities and cost disadvantages. As one example, intuitively it might seem desir-
able to house heavy generating equipment on the ground, thus saving weight and
space atop the tower. However, such an arrangement requires a high-torque,
high-angle gearbox and considerable shafting, with bearing supports, to route
the output torque of the rotor to the generating equipment. No such gearboxes
are presently available commercially, and even if they were, they would be very
heavy, thus largely offsetting the weight of the generating equipment. There-
fore, to keep cost and risk low, the decision was made to house the generator
in the enclosure atop the tower.



This analysis is typical of many which were necessary to pin down a concept
within the guidelines of the program. Certain considerations were amenable to
specific analysis while others were based heavily on engineering judgment.

As the analysis expanded, the general outline of the WGS and its elements took
clearer form, and is shown schematically in Figure 1.

Candidate Systems

From consideration of feasible alternatives, eight candidate systems evolved
which met the study guidelines and from which all major component options,
except the structure, could be evaluated consistently. The candidates included
various combinations of rotor, gearbox, and generator and are listed in Table 1.
Choices for the structure, which includes the tower itself, the turntable
which carries and orients the dynamic components, and the foundation, were not
considered a part of the candidate configurations in the study, since it was
determined very early that the type of tower and foundation could be selected
largely independently of the dynamic components, then sized to accommodate
these components and the imposed loads. Alternatives for structural configu-
rations are discussed separately.

As shown in Table 1, candidate concepts consisted of various combinations of
the three principal components: rotor, gearbox and generator. The rotor,
because of its inherent mechanical and aerodynamic complexity and its sheer
size, was the critical element influencing the overall design. Therefore, the
rotor became the pacing component and the other parts of the dynamic system
were selected to be compatible with it.

Rotor - Rotor concepts considered, apart from obvious consideration of diameter,
number of blades, number of rotors per tower and the like, were characterized
by their operating mode and method of torque regulation. The operating mode
may be either constant or variable rotational speed. Torque regulation is
necessary to limit rotor output torque at wind speeds higher than the rated
wind speed for which the system is designed, to prevent mechanical and electri-
cal limits from being exceeded.

A rotor with fixed pitch blades is very attractive in terms of simple, low-cost
blade and hub design. Such a rotor would normally operate at a variable rpm
which changes with the wind speed, resulting in operation at peak aerodynamic
efficiency. However, it requires additional complexity in the gearbox and gen-
erating subsystems, so that the electric power generated is at the constant
frequency required for the power grid.

Constant rpm rotors, on the other hand, usually have more complicated variable
pitch blades and a more complicated hub. The operating rotor rpm is then
chosen to maximize aerodynamic efficiency at a particular wind speed. Aero-
dynamic efficiency, therefore, suffers a small penalty at all other wind speeds.
As noted below, aerodynamic efficiency is not an important factor when opera-
ting in wind conditions higher than rated wind speed.
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For constant rpm rotors, the drive and electrical subsystems are simplified
and are more efficient, which compensates for the reduced aerodynamic efficiency.
This type of rotor is controlled by a synchronizing torque through the AC gen-
erator, which causes the rotor to maintain the selected rpm.

As mentioned previously, rotor torque regulation is necessary to prevent drive
train and generator limits from being exceeded when the wind speed is higher
than rated. This may be done several ways. Blade pitch variation can be used
to reduce aerodynamic efficiency, either by direct mechanical control of the
blade root or indirectly by varying the pitch of a servo flap near the blade
tip. Either method is applicable to the constant rpm, variable-pitch rotor,
but not to the fixed-pitch variable rpm. Torque regulation for the latter
could take the form of drag flaps, aerodynamic spoilers, or a mechanical vari-
ation in blade length. Of course, any of these techniques.adds complexity
which tends to negate the simplicity ostensibly enjoyed by the fixed-pitch
rotor.

Gearbox - A speed-increasing gearbox is required to convert the relatively low
rotor shaft rpm (less than 50), to the high rpm (greater than 1000) required
by the generator. Methods considered include belt and chain drives, variable-
ratio hydrostatic devices, two-speed gearboxes, and fixed ratio gearboxes.
The belt and chain drives available simply do not have enough torque capacity
and were dropped from consideration. The simplest, least costly gearbox has
a fixed ratio. It is readily available commercially in a variety of sizes.
The variable-ratio and two-speed gearboxes, also available commercially, were
initially considered feasible alternatives, and were retained in the candidate
concepts.

Generator - For a constant speed gearbox output, the AC synchronous generator
and the induction generator are attractive candidates since they are designed
to operate with a constant rpm input. The AC synchronous generator is most
widely used and accepted in the industry, although the induction generator
also has applications. A variable-speed input to the synchronous generator,
such as would result from a variable-speed rotor driving a fixed-speed or two-
speed gearbox, required additional devices to synchronize the frequency of the
generator output to that of the electric grid. For those rotors, the conver-
sion of rotor power to the desired constant frequency electric output can be
accomplished by using the variable-speed rotor to generate DC power, either
by a DC generator or a combination of an AC synchronous generator with a
transformer and rectifier, then converting the DC power to 60 Hz AC to feed
the grid. This latter step can be done either by the DC motor driving an AC
synchronous generator or a solid state inverter. Each of these variable rpm
rotor approaches suffers from efficiency, weight, and cost penalties compared
with a constant rpm rotor driving a synchronous AC generator..

From the considerations just discussed, the eight feasible candidate concepts
of Table 1 were retained for further evaluation.
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Evaluation of Candidate Systems

Candidate Systems - Systems were evaluated by sizing them with a consistent set
of ground rules. They were sized for the two prescribed median wind speeds. A
100 kW system was used for the 5.4 meters per second (m/s) (12 mph) median wind
speed, and a 1000 kW system for the 8 m/s (18 mph) median wind speed. Rated
wind was defined as the lowest wind speed at which the WGS develops rated power.
The yearly energy output, weight, and costs were determined with emphasis placed
on distinguishing differences between concepts. In the evaluation, the main
criterion was energy cost, although capital cost was also an important consider-
ation. Both are shown for each concept in Figure 2 on a relative basis, with
concept 1 used as a base for normalization. Both the 100 kW and 1000 kW systems
showed the same relative cost characteristics. For example, in Figure 2, candi-
date system 4 (fixed pitch, variable rpm) shows a relative direct capital cost
ratio of about 1.26 and a relative energy cost ratio of about 1.04. The rela-
tive costs apply to both the 100 kW and 1000 kW systems. The results of this
analysis, therefore, are largely independent of rated power and hence, median
wind speed.

Figure 2 shows that those systems which drive the AC synchronous generator
directly (concepts 1, 2, 3 and 8) have the lowest energy and capital cost. Of
these, the variable diameter rotor (concept 8), though feasible, has high tech-
nical risk. The two-speed rotor (concept 2) also has greater technical risk
due to the need to design the rotor and tower to avoid sustained operation at
rotor and tower resonant frequencies. This leaves concepts 1 and 3 as the most
attractive. However, it seemed prudent also to carry one of the variable speed
candidates through conceptual design for more detailed evaluation prior to
final concept selection. Of those, concept 5 was chosen from among the 4 vari-
able-speed candidates primarily on the basis of lowest costs.

It should be pointed out that in addition to the cost considerations, good
technical reasons exist for eliminating most of the candidates. Any variable
speed electrical system requires converting variable shaft rpm into the con-
stant frequency required to feed the utility grid, as discussed above.
Although there are several combinations of equipment that can be used to per-
form the conversion, cost and weight favor a variable-rpm AC generator driving
a transformer-rectifier, driving a DC motor, driving an AC generator or a
solid-state inverter. Obviously, this system, with a number of elements in
series, suffers several major disadvantages. DC machinery is substantially
heavier and more expensive than AC equipment of equal capacity. It is also
less efficient, especially at partial power, and requires more maintenance.
The solid state inverter offers the potential of better reliability and lower
maintenance, but still suffers substantial cost penalties. The cost of controls
and protective equipment also goes up. Finally, cascaded components reduce the
net efficiency of the system considerably.
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Tower

The tower supports the rotor and generating subsystems and serves as the fixed
platform upon which they rotate and are oriented into the wind. It must absorb
the static and vibratory forces imposed by the rotor and resist the wind forces
acting on the tower itself. The fatigue strength of the tower must be great
enough to withstand the rotor-induced vibratory loads, including effects of
startup and shutdown cycles, gust variations, tower shadow, and gravity for a
50-year service life. The stiffness of the tower must be selected so that
coupled rotor-tower natural frequencies avoid integral multiples of the rotor
operating frequency.

As stated previously, it was determined that the candidate concepts for the
dynamic components could be formulated and evaluated independently of the
structure. However, several tower configurations were considered and evaluated.
To minimize cost, existing commercial materials and standard construction tech-
niques were used for all tower concepts. This limited the practical choices to
structural steel and concrete, so the focus was on configuration rather than
materials. Candidate concepts were:

Steel Truss - This concept uses commercial structural steel beams.
Its advantages are low cost, ease of modification if necessary during
the development program, and wide availability. The main disadvan-
tage is appearance, but another is the fact that the stairs to the
nacelle are exposed. The truss was the most promising concept at
this point.

Steel Shell - This is a truncated circular cone, fabricated from
rolled conical segments, field-welded in position at the site. The
principal advantage is its appearance, while disadvantages are high
cost and limited availability. Although the steel shell was less
competitive, it was retained for further study.

Guyed Pole - This design consists of a circular steel cylindrical
shell of relatively small diameter supported by pre-tensioned steel
cables at the top and intermediate levels. To achieve enough stiff-
ness to carry the bending loads imposed by the rotor, the support
cables must have a large preload. This increases the foundation
loads, particularly the foundation for the pole. Consequently, the
foundation costs drive the cost of the structure subsystem up so
that it becomes more expensive than either the steel shell or steel
truss. Further, it was found that this design was not practical for
a high power system because it required many large diameter cables
at a high angle relative to the pole to produce an acceptable
natural bending frequency, and such an arrangement makes it diffi-
cult to avoid interference between rotor and cables. Consequently
the guyed pole was eliminated early in the study.

11



Reinforced Concrete - This is also a truncated circular cone shell
cast at the site. It requires heavy steel reinforcing for adequate
.strength and stiffness. Its advantages include ready availability,
good appearance, and a sheltered stairway. However, the walls have
to be thick, and the required reinforcing drives up weight and cost.
This concept was also retained for further study.

Pre-Cast, Post-Tensioned Concrete - This consists of a truncated
circular cone, constructed of factory-cast, matched segments, mini-
mally reinforced for handling. Provisions are made during casting
for inserting steel tensioning rods at the site during erection.
Factory casting permits use of high strength concrete. Post-
tensioning assures that the concrete remains in compression under
all conditions of load, but this does not require as much steel as
the reinforced concrete concept. Advantages are good appearance,
sheltered stairs and low cost in mass production when the cost of
the forms is amortized over many units. The prime disadvantage is
the high cost of small production quantities. This tower was also
considered a promising alternative.

Table 2 shows the results of an early conceptual design study. Later, during
concept optimization and preliminary design, additional studies of the various
tower and foundation types were made, and are discussed in Phase III of this
volume.

Selection of System for Optimization

Evaluation of the eight concepts left three feasible alternatives from which
one was to be chosen for optimization. This required the conceptual design of
those three candidates. The three systems were sized and evaluated on the
basis of energy and capital costs. Results are shown in Tables 3 and 4. Con-
cept 5, the fixed pitch, variable-speed candidate that was carried along in
spite of early indications that it was not a favorable choice, is clearly shown
to be inferior. Besides being heavier and more costly, it has significantly
higher development risk.

Concepts 1 and 3 differ principally in the method of regulating torque. Con-
cept 1 does this with a pitch control actuated by a servo flap, while concept 3
uses a fixed-pitch drag flap system.

Concept 3 holds an insignificant weight and cost advantage. This is, however,
offset by the technical considerations. Even without pitch change bearings,
the mechanism to actuate and control the drag flap is as complex as the mech-
anism to actuate and control a servo flap. The fixed pitch rotor also presents
a difficult problem when starting in low winds and stopping in high winds
because of the inability to feather the blades. Pitch feathering mechanisms
or augmented starting would likely be required. This rotor also operates at
substantially higher thrust, thus increasing structural requirements. Finally,
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a fixed pitch rotor must often operate in the vortex ring state, an aerodynam-
ical ly unstable regime with possible wide fluctuations in thrust. This char-
acteristic is extremely difficult to predict and could cause serious control
problems.

These technical difficulties cause the risk of the variable rpm rotor to be
considerably higher than the constant rpm candidate, without offsetting saving.
The choice, therefore, was clearly for concept 1, the variable pitch, constant
rpm rotor driving an AC synchronous generator through a fixed ratio gearbox.

The steel truss tower was selected for the optimization phase. Its low cost,
ready availability, ease of modification, and low risk, made it the obvious
choice.

COMPUTER PROGRAM

A mathematical model of the wind generator system and its environment was
developed concurrently with the conceptual design task. In. its entirety, the
model describes the interrelationships of environmental variables (median wind
speed, altitude and wind shear gradient, for example), rotor parameters (diam-
eter, tip speed, chord, etc.), drive system (number of gear meshes), generating
equipment (speed, efficiency), and structure (height, type), to produce a parti-
cular rated power. It yields weights and costs for the components, and calcu-
lates key economic and operational parameters required to evaluate the system,
such as unit energy cost, direct capital cost and plant factor (plant factor-
sometimes called capacity factor-is defined as the fraction of energy actually
produced by the system compared to the amount that could be produced if the
system operated at rated power all year). Typical model inputs and outputs are
listed in Tables 5 and 6.

Other computer programs derive performance figures, such as rotor lift and drag,
and analyze dynamic characteristics of the system, for example, shear, bending
moments and vibratory frequencies.

The relationships used in the model are analytically or statistically derived
from standard performance and scaling laws and industry-supplied statistics,
except for the site wind characteristics which were supplied by NASA.

f

The rotor is represented by an efficiency map of a rotor with cambered airfoil,
standard roughness blade surfaces and tapered planform. The power generation
components include a gearbox with an efficiency consistent with best commercial
quality. Commercial electrical component efficiencies are represented as func-
tions of rating and load factor. Weight equations are included for all compo-
nents when required, and are used for calculating costs,.as well as for sizing
of other weight- and size-dependent components. Most of these relationships
are based on industry-supplied statistics, except for the rotor, for which
detailed analytical relationships were derived. This was necessary to repre-
sent adequately the rotor weight, and hence cost, since the rotor represents
the largest single cost element of the system. No commercial data was avail-
able for the rotor, because none of this size has been built.
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TABLE 5. TYPICAL INPUT PARAMETERS

Rated Power

Rated Wind Speed, or Rated Wind to Median Wind Speed Ratio

Environment

Rotor

Drive

Generator

Cable

Tower

Median Wind Speed

Annual Wind Speed Frequency Distribution

Density Altitude

Terrain (Wind Shear Gradient)

Diameter

Solidity (Blade Area/Disc Area)

Tip Speed or Rotational Speed

Number of Blades

Aerodynamic Efficiency
(represents blade geometry)

Inclination to Wind (Shaft Tilt)

Efficiency

Speed

Size (Area of Cross Section)

Rotor Ground Clearance

Aspect Ratio (Height/Base)
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TABLE 6: TYPICAL OUTPUT PARAMETERS AND DIMENSIONS (DETERMINED BY THE MODEL)

Site

Rotor

Drive

Electrical

Tower

System

Effective Wind Speed at Rotor

Rotor Power

Chord

Velocity Ratio for Maximum Aerodynamic
Efficiency

Thrust Coefficient, Thrust

Gearbox Gear Ratio

Rated Torque

Component Ratings

Component Losses at Rated Condition

Height

Base Width

Projected Area of Tower and Enclosure

Output Power

Component Weights

Component Costs

Plant Factor

Energy Costs
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Since component costs, and hence system costs, must be minimized to assure
greatest WGS economic feasibility, great emphasis was placed, on deriving these
relationships for the model. Equations were derived to relate component costs
to their weight, dimensions or ratings. These equations are, for. the most part,
based on industry-supplied statistics and assume 1000 unit production levels.
Major effort was devoted to constructing the rotor blade cost relationships.
Blade cost equations are based on an analytical method which has been corre-
lated with independent industry and U. S. Army estimates of helicopter blade
costs, and are considered accurate. Hence, it was reasonable to extrapolate
these data to account for the greater blade lengths, and use them as the basis
to calculate WGS rotor blade costs.

The cost equations cover the entire WGS up to the utility grid connection,
including all auxiliary equipment, installation of all components on site,
land acquisition and site preparation. Thus, the total of all costs for a
given system is the direct capital cost which is most often expressed on a per
rated kW basis. Yearly operating cost includes carrying charges and operations
and maintenance costs. Carrying charges express the annual cost of the initial
capital investment. In this model, the carrying charge rate used is 15% and
includes depreciation, debt service, return on equity and taxes.. The opera-
tions and maintenance costs are expressed as percentages of initial costs for
each subsystem or group of subsystems. These cost relationships were supplied
by Northeast Utilities, with the exception of rotor maintenance cost, which .
was estimated conservatively from helicopter experience. The unit energy cost
is simply the result of dividing the yearly operating cost by the yearly
energy output.

Direct capital cost is the cost to the utility, assumed to be acting as its own
prime and general contractor, for purchase and installation of all WGS compo-
nents and subsystems, including the WGS site. In arriving at the direct capi-
tal cost for a complete wind generator system on a production basis, it was
assumed that complete subassemblies would be provided essentially off-the-shelf
by a well-established, mature, wind energy industry. Such an industry would
provide the utility with major components that could be simply bolted in place
without the need for additional manufacturing or subassembly operations.
Installation costs included in the parametric cost analyses reflect this con-
cept.

It was assumed that all components and subassemblies would be procured from
vendors and suppliers as direct material purchases, not as construction or fab-
rication procurements. Therefore, direct labor and overhead rates, general and
administrative expenses, and fees were assumed to be included in vendor pricing
on which the parametric cost models were based. Direct capital cost presented
herein does not apply multiple cost burdens which result from multi-level sub-
contractor procurements. The assumption that the utility acts as its own prime
and general contractor also eliminates fees normally charged by such agencies.
No allowance has been made for costs incurred internally by the utility for its
prime and general contractor activity, for start-up costs, interest on construc-
tion loans, or contingencies.
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Direct capital costs of individual WGS components are calculated in the para-
metric model using analytically or statistically derived equations, each repre-
senting the cost in terms of the component rating, weight or dimensions. The
costs are estimated in constant 1975 dollars. The WGS direct capital cost is
the sum of the individual costs. The direct capital cost, when divided by the
WGS rated power, results in direct capital cost per kilowatt($/kW). The direct
capital cost and its elements also form the basis of determining yearly energy
costs of the system.

To size a WGS for a given rated power output and rated wind speed, the model
uses the efficiencies of all the components to compute the rotor power input
required to deliver the rated power output at the grid. It then calculates the
rotor size that it takes to produce this power at the specified median wind
speed. Once the system is sized, the energy output at any given wind speed is
determined as the product of the hours per year that particular wind speed
occurs and the output power at that wind speed. The total yearly energy pro-
duction is then the integral of the energy output over the WGS operating wind
speed regime. After the model sizes the system and determines its yearly
energy output, the weights and costs of the other WGS components are determined
consistent with specified design criteria. From these weights and costs, the
operational and cost parameters listed in Table 6 are determined. Of these,
WGS energy cost is given most emphasis in optimizing the system.

The parametric model was programmed for use with ZODIAC, a Kaman-developed
computer program which allows calculations to be programmed in a very flexible,
easy-to-use language. ZODIAC does not presuppose any input format; equations
are easily modified, added, or deleted, and output is printed by a simple print
statement with values automatically identified. General expressions are essen-
tially the same as with FORTRAN, but many of the characteristics which tend to
make difficult the changing of a model or logic in FORTRAN are eliminated. Pro-
grams executed using ZODIAC are slower in terms of central processing unit time,
but time required for programming, debugging, and modifying is reduced many
fold. This makes ZODIAC a very flexible and valuable calculating tool for the
engineer.

The use of ZODIAC for the study facilitated continuous updating of equations
and adapting of the output to the requirements of the many tradeoff studies
conducted.
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PHASE II

CONCEPT OPTIMIZATION

Basic Considerations

The mathematical model discussed in the preceding section was the vehicle for
the optimization task. WGS major components and subsystems were optimized
iteratively, and tradeoff and sensitivity analyses were made. The output vari-
able that was optimized (minimized) was energy cost (<£/kWh). The concept opti-
mization task included several cycles conducted to bring the major system para-
meters successively closer to their final values. The values selected for the
preliminary design phase which followed were either the result of optimization
or were determined from other design considerations.

It should be kept in mind that the optimization used a parametric model which
had limited configuration detail. Inputs to the model were shaped by results
of numerous separate detailed studies and tradeoffs. In order to proceed to
the preliminary design phase, many more decisions were made which used the
results from the model and detail studies, as well as Kaman's and Northeast
Utilities' background knowledge and experience.

Major Parameters Affecting Energy and Direct Capital.Costs

During the optimization phase, three parameters were found to be dominant. Most
important is median wind speed (V), since it determines the amount of energy
available to generate power. The other two are system rated power (PR) and the
wind speed at which the WGS produces rated power, the rated wind speed (VD).K
Rated power sizes the drive and electrical subsystems. Rated wind speed dic-
tates rotor diameter and tower height. Thus, these three factors determine WGS
size and yearly energy output.

The median wind speeds investigated ranged between 3.6 m/s (8 mph) and 10..7 m/s
(24 mph), but the emphasis was on examining 5.4 m/s (12 mph) and 8 m/s (18 mph).
Rated power ranged from 50 kW to 3000 kW.

Figure 3 relates energy and capital costs to the median wind speeds of 3.6 m/s
(8 mph) and 10.7 m/s (18 mph) for the selected rated wind speeds of 9.3 m/s
(21 mph) and 11.5 m/s (26 mph), respectively. The curves shown were drawn
using data developed during preliminary design and, therefore, represent the
best information available.

Two important conclusions can be drawn from the plots of Figure 3. First,
site median wind speed is the most important parameter affecting energy and
capital costs. Second, and of equal significance, for given median wind speed
and rated wind speed, energy cost and capital cost do not change rapidly with
changes in_/ated power when the cost is near its minimum. To illustrate, con-
sider the V = 8 m/s (18 mph) curve on the energy cost plot. Energy cost is a
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minimum for a rated power of approximately 2300 kW. The curve is quite flat
in the neighborhood of this point so that rated power can be varied several
hundred k.W in either direction without causing a significant change in energy
cost. This is fortunate because it allows considerable latitude in selecting
other system parameters, such as direct capital cost, rotor diameter, and cut-
in wind speed with minimal impact on energy cost. It allows the designer flex-
ibility in selecting variables to meet particular user requirements, technical
risk limits, unit cost goals and operational requirements.

Systems Selected for Preliminary Design

The optimization program, and other qualitative and quantitative considerations,
led to selection of the characteristics of the two wind generator systems. A
low power system rated at 500 kW and a high power system of 1500 kW were
selected for the preliminary design phase. The 500 kW system has a 45.7 m
(150 ft) diameter rotor and is optimized for the site with 5.4 m/s (12 mph)
median wind speed. The 1500 kW system has a 54.9 m (180 ft) rotor and is
designed for an 8 m/s (18 mph) median wind speed (see Table 7).

A description of the preliminary design effort and the results thereof is found
in the section of this summary entitled "Phase III."

Site Adaptability

The two systems selected are adaptable to sites whose median wind speeds cover
a range from about 3.6 m/s (8 mph) to about 10.7 m/s (24 mph). This is illus-
trated by Figure 4. The locus of optimized systems line is drawn through
points plotted for systems optimized (systems minimizing energy cost) at sites
with a range of median wind speeds. The 500 kW system was optimized at 5.4 m/s
(12 mph) and hence, intercepts the locus of optimized systems at point A. The
1500 kW system intercepts the locus at point B at its 8 m/s (18 mph) design
median wind speed. The significant point about this figure is that together,
the selected systems cover a range of median wind speeds from 4 m/s (9 mph) to
10 m/s (22.4 mph) with less than one-half cent per kWh penalty attributable to
their not being optimum at a particular median wind speed. The 500 kW system
could be used up to about 6.3 m/s (14 mph), where the 500 kW line intersects
the 1500 kW line (point C), and the 1500 kW system from that point on.

The conclusion that can be drawn from this discussion is that only two WGS
designs should provide adequate coverage for sites with a wide range of median
wind speeds, spanning most of the attractive locations in the United States.
This means only two standardized WGS are needed, with the resulting economies
of large-volume production of standard components.

COSTS OF MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS

The costs of major subsystems are presented simply as functions of rotor diam-
eter or rated power, whichever is more appropriate for the particular subsystem
under consideration. For example, rotor subsystem cost, Figure 5, is primarily
a function of rotor diameter, whereas drive subsystem cost, Figure 6, is
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TABLE 7. SYSTEMS SELECTED FOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN

Median Wind Speed, m/s (mph)

Rated Power, kW

Rated Wind Speed, m/s (mph)

Rotor Diameter, m (ft)

Rotor Solidity

Rotor Speed rpm

Energy Cost, c/kWh

Capital Cost, $/kW

Unit Cost, $

Plant Factor, %

LOU POWER SYSTEM HIGH POWER SYSTEM

5.4 (12)

500

9.3 (21)

45.7 (150)

.03

32

7.0

846

423,100

29

8 (18)

1,500

11.5 (26)

54.9 (180)*

.03

, 34

2.8

499

749,000

43

*Selection of 180 ft diameter rotor is supported by minimum
energy cost calculations made subsequently, which were based
on preliminary design data. See Figure 3.
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primarily a function of system rated power. These costs are shown in Figures
5 through 9, based on the results of parametric cost analyses of the prelimi-
nary design, performed after the main body of work on the study was completed.
Figure 10 shows energy cost as a function of rotor diameter.

More specific definition of the WGS subsystem components, particularly the rotor
subsystem, during preliminary design provided the basis for costs which were
used in the preliminary design parametric model.

Component costs associated with two median wind speeds (12 and 18 mph) are
shown, representing the influence of wind frequency distribution on optimum
WGS sizing. Drive system costs are considerably higher for low wind speed
applications because optimum rotors are larger in diameter and slower turning,
thereby producing higher drive system torques, the primary factor in drive sys-
tem cost. For structure subsystem costs, it was assumed that rotor ground
clearance is 50 feet for all cases.

The control subsystem is not included among the curves relating costs to major
parameters. Control subsystem cost is assumed to be constant, independent of
both rotor size and rated power. The control system is described later in this
summary, and includes only the electrical and electronic devices- that govern
rotor and yaw mechanism operation, telemetry and supervisory functions, and
fault monitoring.

SYSTEM COST TRENDS

The preceding subsystem cost trends for the preliminary design parametric
model were summed to obtain cost trends for the entire WGS. Direct capital
cost as a function of rated power is shown in Figure 3, and energy cost as a
function of rotor diameter and as a function of rated power is shown in
Figure 10. Note that systems having minimum energy cost (<£/kWh) do not neces-
sarily have the lowest direct capital cost ($/kW).

REQUIREMENTS AND APPLICATION IN UTILITY NETWORKS

For wind generators to assume a significant role in the production of electric
energy in the future, they must be economically competitive with other forms
of power generation and must be accepted by the utilities and the public. In
addition to the economic question, utilities are concerned that wind generators
be readily adaptable to the existing power grids and that they operate safely
and reliably. Public acceptance will depend mainly on safety, environmental
considerations, and how the wind generators affect monthly electric bills.

There are many complex issues raised by the introduction of highly-visible
wind generators into a utility network. Some of the more important are:

1. Basic attitude of utilities toward wind generators.

2. Integration into the financial and operational structure of
utilities.
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3. "Federal and state regulations, including licensing and safety.

4. Environmental impact and public acceptance.

These questions had never been studied in detail previously. Therefore, a
preliminary study was made to acquire a basic understanding of these issues
from the point of view of the utility industry and to apply this, knowledge in
the analysis and preliminary design. Much of the information came from Kaman's
utility consultant, Northeast Utilities Company. Colorado Springs Public Utili-
ties also contributed. Providing assistance from the standpoint of Government
were the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection, Connecticut Aero-
nautics Commission and OSHA.

Attitude of Utilities Toward Wind Generators

The two utilities consulted on the prospective use of wind generators gave
insight into the question from two very different perspectives. Northeast
Utilities is a large company with a total capacity of 5500 megawatts (mW),
including 1100 mW of nuclear plant. Future expansion is expected to be mainly
in the form of more nuclear capacity. Colorado Springs Public Utilities (CSPU),
on the other hand, is a municipal utility with a modest 320 mW capacity. This
company is converting the majority of its gas- and oil-fueled capacity to coal.
Most of CSPU's projected capacity expansion will also be coal-fueled. From
Kaman's discussions with officials of these two companies, the following impor-
tant factors were determined to affect utility views of wind generators and
their future.

Fuel Costs - This is the major factor. Indeed, it is the impetus behind this
research. However, it is felt more acutely by some utilities than by others.
Those utilities heavily dependent on oil, particularly imported oil, are suf-
fering most. Those who use low sulphur coal, hydroelectric and nuclear power
are much less affected. Obviously, the former category is more likely to be
attracted to wind power in the near future.

Environmental Problems - In response to public outcry, and now by law, utili-
ties are giving increased attention to the environment, both from the stand-
point of air and water pollution, and aesthetics. In the future, these consi-
derations may preclude the construction of the optimum generating plants they
prefer. As utilities consider ways to solve these problems, they may well
become more attracted to wind generators, despite possible disadvantages in
economy and efficiency.

Load Pattern and Growth - Utilities believe that until major improvements are
made in energy storage systems the primary role of wind generators will be fuel
savings. When wind is available, wind generators can be put on line to dis-
place fuel-fixed units, thus reducing fuel costs. The value of the wind gener-
ator is obviously related to the cost of fuel saved and the comparative effi-
ciency of the generating units displaced. Further, because it is impractical
to shut down and start up large base-load installations such as nuclear reac-
tors, wind generators will have minimum value as fuel savers during periods of
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low demand. Alternatively, when they can replace the least efficient and most
costly generators which are brought on line during periods of peak demand,
their value will be greatest.

Thus, it may well be that daily and seasonal variation in the demand pattern
will be compared with the daily and seasonal wind pattern to determine the
overall value of wind generators to a particular utility's needs. Ideally, of
course, the most windy periods, daily and seasonally, would coincide with peak
demand.

Anticipated load growth will also be a factor. Utilities with surplus capacity
for the future would probably elect to bear high fuel cost rather than invest
in more unneeded capacity. This is particularly likely if increased wind gen-
erator R & D is perceived as yielding cheaper, more efficient units in the
future. Under such conditions, a utility with adequate near-term capacity
would likely opt for postponement of wind generator capability.

In summary, there does not appear to be utility bias against wind generators.
They are seen primarily as fuel savers. Those utilities facing critical fuel
shortages and very high fuel costs, and those which need increased capacity
soon, are likely to be the most receptive to a fuel-free energy-source in the
near future.

Utility Cost Estimating

Energy costs and direct capital costs to acquire and operate wind generators
are based on standard utility cost procedures and the assumption of large-
scale production. Table 8 shows the factors and assumptions supplied by NASA
for the study.

TABLE 8. ECONOMIC PLANNING FACTORS AND ASSUMPTIONS

PARAMETER FACTOR OR ASSUMPTION

Useful life, dynamic components

Useful life, structure

Financing

Return on investment

Depreciation

Corporate tax rate

30 years

50 years

50% debt, 50% equity

9% on debt, 11.5% on equity

Straight line over 30 years

48%
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Direct capital cost includes procuring, transporting, erecting and readying
the system on a site, the site and its preparation, supporting facilities and
security.

Average cost of the energy produced over the life of the system includes:

t Recovery of capital

• Interest

• Taxes

t Operation and maintenance expenses

Cost subroutines compatible with Northeast Utilities cost estimating procedures
for annual carrying charges for capital recovery, interest and taxes were
included in the parametric model developed during Phase I of the study. Oper-
ation and maintenance (0 & M) costs were those established by Northeast Utili-
ties for comparable generating plants and equipment, with the exception of
rotor maintenance cost, which was based on Kaman's helicopter experience. A
conservative estimate of rotor maintenance cost was assumed due to the lack of
field experience with rotors of this size.

Based on guidance from Northeast Utilities, yearly operating cost was estimated
at 1.5% of direct capital cost. This covers the cost of operating personnel,
supervision, and related indirect and overhead costs.

Public and Operating Safety

Neither public nor operating safety appears to be a significant problem. One
concern is the possibility of the rotor shedding ice, which could be a hazard.
Although this is a remote possibility, state and local zoning laws might
require a buffer zone.

There is always the threat of vandalism or sabotage, especially since the sites
are to be unattended. A peripheral fence, lighting and other common security
measures minimize the threat, but can never absolutely preclude it. A shell
tower with stairs on the interior would also contribute to security by keeping
unauthorized persons out of the tower and hence, farther from the dynamic
components.

The rotating blades will present a tempting moving target to would-be marksmen,
but the construction of the blades makes them very tolerant of small arms bul-
let strikes.

Air traffic safety is not considered a problem. The wind generator will not
likely be located close enough to airports to be affected by terminal area
obstruction restrictions.
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Operating safety becomes a consideration primarily during maintenance of the
system. Requirements for personnel safety will be imposed on the design
through compliance with OSHA and industry standards. Established utility prac-
tices prescribe standard safety procedures for personnel performing maintenance
on various types of equipment. Doubtless such practices would be expanded to
accommodate the unique requirements of the wind generator. Therefore, no signi-
ficant operating safety problems are anticipated.

Maintenance

With the possible exception of the rotor, maintenance appears to present no
unusual problems. The power train and generating subsystems and associated
controls have counterparts in many of the facilities presently being maintained
by the utility companies and are within their existing maintenance capability.

The wind generator will operate remotely and unattended for long periods.
Therefore, reliability and long operating life are viewed as particularly impor-
tant. Also important is the capability to detect critical faults and to ini-
tiate shutdown automatically and safely. Reliability and fail-safe provisions
must be designed into the system.

Routine preventive maintenance and servicing should be kept simple and be
required no more frequently than every 30 days. A major inspection, possibly
involving some component tear-down and parts replacement, would be performed
annually. Upkeep of the tower and associated structure would be scheduled at
10 year intervals.

The design must stress in-place repair of heavy components to avoid removing
them from the tower. The need for special tools, equipment and skills not nor-
mally available to a utility is to be avoided.

Overhaul of major dynamic components off-site should be only on the basis of
observed wear and deterioration, rather than according to a fixed operating-
hour schedule.

Environmental Impact

In recent years, environmental considerations have loomed large in utility
development plans. Views on environmental impact of various utility facilities
vary greatly with the locale, the relative influence of the organizations
involved, and the weight of other priorities. Threats to the environment, real
or imagined, tend to be measured against other problems of energy production,
so that shortages and high energy cost have a mitigating influence on environ-
mental concerns. These are exactly the conditions likely to spur the initial
use of wind generators. Further, wind generators avoid the problems of air
and water pollution with which utilities are presently contending. There are
two possible environmental problems remaining—noise and aesthetics.

Noise - Rotor, bearing, and generator noise were considered. It is believed
that this noise will be below objectionable levels, and that the units will be
located far enough from population centers to eliminate noise as a major con-
cern.
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Aesthetics - Visual acceptability is the environmental issue most likely to
spark controversy. It is unlikely that large wind generators in large numbers
can be situated so as to avoid creating a displeasing visual effect. It is
generally felt that public acceptance will decline with increasing numbers in
a given locale. Unfortunately, the solution is not as simple as siting wind
generators far from population centers. The population centers need the energy,
whereas remote siting with accompanying transmission losses reduces the effi-
ciency of wind generators. It will be desirable, therefore, to seek locations
in sparsely populated areas and to subdue the presence of the generators where
possible by spacing and use of natural cover. Again, unfortunately, the most
windy locations may not be the most unobtrusive.

Background blending may be of some help in mitigating the presence of these
units. Colorado Springs Public Utilities has used this technique in some appli-
cations. They have used paint schemes, decorative plantings, rustic fencing
and panels to disguise the base of transmission towers and transformer centers
with some success.

Tower design is considered another important factor. The consensus is that
the shell tower will be more appealing (or less objectionable) than the steel
truss.

Human nature being what it is, people will want the benefits of cheaper, more
plentiful power as long as the wind generator is in the other fellow's back
yard. Utilities will have to use every technique available to make the wind
generators as unobtrusive as possible.

Licensing

Securing the necessary approval for a new generating plant can be a long and
costly procedure for a utility. There are few, if any, precedents for licensing
wind generators, so the requirements are unknown. Utilities agree, however,
that wind generators will be licensed as generating plants and through state
agencies. Whether each site will require a separate license or whether one
will suffice for a total system of several sites is not known. Of course, if
each site must be separately licensed, costs will be higher.

Applications

Ultimately, economics will decide what application, if any, will be feasible
for wind generators. With this in mind, a preliminary analysis was made to
evaluate the relative cost of wind generators when used in three typical appli-
cations. The basic approach was to calculate the break-even cost of the wind
generator for replacing an existing fuel-fired unit.

Fuel Saver - This is the most.obvious immediate application. The wind gener-
ator is connected directly into the grid during periods of available wind and
when fuel-fired units of equivalent output are shut down. Any number of units
can be used as fuel savers.
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Break-even cost of the WGS was computed as a function of the energy cost of the
fuel saved, and is displayed in Figure 11. A 1500 kW wind generator, at approx-
imately $480/kW direct cost, is competitive with a gas turbine generator
burning relatively expensive #2 oil, but not with coal or #6 oil-fired units.
The wind generator would have to cost about $180/kW or $300/kW, respectively,
to compete with coal and #6 oil.

With Base-Load Capacity - A wind generator could be credited with base-load
capacity when some or all of its power output is available to meet the util-
ity's daily base-load or basic energy demand with a high level of assurance.

WGS use for base-load capacity necessarily assumes a number of wind generators
disposed to benefit from wind variability over a large geographic area.
Energy produced in excess of the rated base-load capacity could be credited
toward fuel savings.

Analysis of wind generator break-even cost with base-load capacity with fuel
savings was performed for a 1000 mW system with 100 mW credited toward base-
load at .7 plant factor. This means a .7 probability that at least 100 mW
will be available to meet base-load requirements at all times. For a total
system plant factor of .35, the system would have an effective fuel-saver
plant factor of .315. This is obtained by subtracting the 10% of the 1000 mW
system's plant factor which is credited to base-load from the total plant
factor.

The analysis used a displaced base-load energy cost of 3.5<£/kWh and a displaced
fuel cost of 2.35<£/kWh. The results predicted a wind generator system cost of
approximately $510/kW for base-load capacity plus fuel savings, which compares
closely with the $480/kW for saved gas turbine fuel in the fuel saving applica-
tion alone.

With Storage - This application considers storing in some manner (not defined)
energy generated with considerable wind variability, and gives capacity credit
for peak load periods. Peak load capacity is the same as base-load capacity,
except that wind generator power displaces the costly peaking units, such as
gas turbines. In addition, surplus energy not needed for storage goes for fuel
saving as before. Sufficient energy production to charge storage on at least
90% of available days is assumed. Besides the factors bearing on fuel savings,
the analysis of the peak load application also considers the system yearly and
daily capacity factors, storage efficiency and the displaced peak unit energy
cost. The break-even cost in this case has the cost of the storage system
included. Figure 12 presents the results of the analysis. Break-even cost is
shown as a function of system daily capacity for two storage efficiencies.
Results indicate that both the daily plant factor and storage efficiency
affect system break-even and cost significantly.

Discussion

The results of the economic analysis of possible utility company applications
of wind generating systems are more meaningful when interpreted in light of the
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system cost analysis performed for the 500 kW and 1500 kW WGS designs during
the study program. This detailed cost analysis predicts direct capital costs
of approximately $900 per kilowatt for the 500 kW wind generator and $480 per
kilowatt for the 1500 kW system. Obviously, the larger WGS is more attractive
economically.

The $480 per kilowatt capital cost of the 1500 kW WGS compares favorably with
the. estimated $500 per kilowatt break-even cost required in fuel saving appli-
cations for displacing gas turbine generating systems. However, compared to
systems using coal and #6 oil as fuels, the 1.500 kW WGS is not competitive at
present. Whether this system will be more competitive with the lower cost fuels
in the .future depends on how high fuel costs will rise and how much WGS costs
might be reduced through continued development.

Fuel saving is judged to be the most promising application of wind generators
at the present time. Systems for this application could range in size from a
single wind generator to large multi-unit installations and, therefore, might
find widespread use by both large and small utility companies.

For the fuel saving plus base-load capacity application, the predicted capital
cost of the 1500 kW WGS is slightly under the estimated break-even cost of $510
per kilowatt. The assumptions made in the analysis are optimistic, however.
Even if the necessary wind conditions could be found, a very large number of
WGSs would be required and transmission costs associated with such a system,
which were not accounted for in the predicted WGS capital cost, would increase
this cost further. Despite the large number of wind generators required to
satisfy the application, only about 10% of the total installed power, based on
the example chosen, would be added to the user's base-load capacity. In
effect, such a system is still primarily a variable output fuel saving system.
Because of the large number of units required and the rather small base-load
capacity afforded by the system, it appears that this application offers lim-
ited promise of being economically feasible for a typical utility in the fore-
seeable future.

The 1500 kW WGS predicted capital cost is roughly equal to the break-even cost
computed for the fuel saving plus peak load application. It should be noted,
however, that the 1500 kW WGS capital cost is optimistic for this application
since allowances for system downtime are not included. The analysis of break-
even cost assumed also that the stored wind energy would displace high-cost
gas turbine-generated energy. If a less costly generating source is displaced,
the WGS break-even cost would be correspondingly lower. The viability of the
WGS in this application appears to be contingent upon the development of inex-
pensive and efficient storage systems.

The applications analysis has attempted to evaluate, in gross relative terms,
the economic worth of a wind.energy system to a typical electric utility.
Because it has been conducted in the context of a utility operation, it did not
explore applications requiring departures from present-day industry practice
and regulation. Some of the regulations affecting utility operations, such as
those governing rate structures and reserve capacity, do not easily accommodate
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variable or intermittent generating capacity, even though this type of power
might be entirely feasible in specific applications. Using the wind generator
as a variable energy source for selected segments of the market that could
operate with anticipated power interruptions, and structuring the rates accor-
dingly, might open up new areas of application.

Wind energy costs in the applications analysis have been based on capital,
operations and maintenance, and fuel costs currently anticipated by a relatively
large northeastern utility and on present-day projections of future fuel avail-
ability. These factors vary considerably among other utilities in different
parts of the country and might change drastically in the future due to unfore-
seen circumstances. Should the supply of oil and natural gas approach deple-
tion more rapidly than predicted and the cost escalate accordingly, wind
energy would become increasingly more competitive in the United States. In
other areas of the world, primarily the non-industrialized nations and even in
some remote areas of the United States, conditions today may be such that wind
energy is technically and economically a competitive alternative.
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PHASE III

This section summarizes the work performed during the preliminary design phase
of the study. This work followed that of Phases I and II and was a natural
continuation thereof.

As the work progressed, understanding of the problem and available alternatives
increased. Therefore, changes in the original optimized configuration were
introduced which make the preliminary design different in some respects from
the optimized WGS.

This section includes a brief summary of the design approach, a description of
the overall system and characteristics which the preliminary design established,
and then more detail on the design and operation of the major subsystems. Also
discussed are considerations and rationale for the design of the subsystems.
Considerably more detail is, of course, available in the Design Study.

PRELIMINARY DESIGN APPROACH

The optimized system characteristics from Phase II formed the basis for the
start of the preliminary design. They call for a 500 kW WGS for a median wind
speed of 5.4 m/s (12 mph) and a 1500 kW system for a median wind speed of 8 m/s
(18 mph).

Advantage was taken of the relative insensitivity of energy cost to rotor diam-
eter in the 46 m - 55 m (150 ft - 180 ft) range (Figure 10), and consideration
was given to capital cost, plant factor, rotor model sensitivity and its adapt-
ability to different sites, in choosing the rotor diameter.

The 1500 kW system's 54.9 m (180 ft) rotor diameter was chosen primarily to
improve plant factor, but also to provide an eventual test unit with a signi-
ficantly larger rotor than that of the low-power system. Designing and evalu-
ating two different size rotors also allows flexibility in interpreting and
applying the results of the study. For instance, if due to the evolution of
manufacturing techniques, rotor blade cost is reduced, the optimum rotor size
will increase. Two distinct rotor diameters give an indication of effect of
rotor diameter variation on the system.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A layout of the dynamic components of the 1500 kW WGS is shown in Figure 13.
The 500 kW system has essentially the same configuration and is omitted in this
summary in the interest of brevity. 500 kW system details are in the Design
Study.

Both systems have a 2-bladed, variable-pitch, constant rpm rotor mounted down-
wind of the tower. The rotor consists of filament wound composite blades with
hingeless attachment to a rigid hub. The hub is a rugged, welded structural
steel assembly. Blade pitch is controlled by a linkage actuated by a hydraulic
cylinder which rotates the blades on pitch bearings mounted on the hub.
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The hub is supported by crossed roller bearings mounted on a fixed spindle.
This allows the non-rotating spindle to carry the high bending moments produced
by the rotor without large bearings to support a rotating shaft. The rotor
torque is transmitted to a triple mesh commercial gearbox by a quill shaft
running through the center of the static spindle. The gearbox is connected to
a commercial AC synchronous generator of the type commonly used by utilities,
with a parking brake/inching drive assembly located between the gearbox and the
generator. This assembly is used to stop the rotor from low rpm and to posi-
tion the rotor after the system is shut down.

The control system uses a microprocessor for all sequencing and data reporting
functions, including WGS startup, shutdown, operational monitoring and failure
reporting. Conventional electro-mechanical controls are used for blade pitch
and positioning the rotor relative to the wind. The rotor is provided with a
hub-mounted mechanical blade feathering capability so that if the control sys-
tem fails or is overpowered by gusts, the blades are automatically feathered,
preventing system overspeed and damage.

The generating machinery and controls are housed in a closed nacelle mounted
on a structural steel turntable which, in turn, is mounted on top of the tower
through a crossed roller bearing assembly. The assembly is oriented to the
wind by a hydraulic motor driving a worm gear which engages a large ring gear
on the top of the tower (Figure 13).

The tower can be either a structural steel truss type or a pre-cast, post-
tensioned concrete shell type. The steel truss tower has a distinct advantage
in small quantities. The pre-cast, post-tensioned shell tower, while still
slightly more expensive (about $5000 - $6000 .for the 1500 kW system) when 1000
are produced, is considered to be better aesthetically, and hence could be the
choice for a production run.

Another important tower effect must be considered. This is the aerodynamic
blockage of the wind which causes a wake area behind the tower. Since the
rotor is mounted on the downwind side of the tower, each blade passes through
this wind wake, or "tower shadow" once per revolution and experiences a vibra-
tory load input. Kaman selected a value of 30% wind velocity reduction in
treating the effect of the tower shadow on the blades' preliminary design.

(NOTE: Since this study was carried out, experimental findings from the NASA
wind tunnel tests have quantified wind velocity reduction as a function of
tower structural design. Although the downwind rotor placement continues to
appear advantageous with open truss towers, the use of shell towers now is
considered unlikely, since their tower shadow effects cannot readily be reduced
to the values necessary for long blade fatigue life.)

The choice of a foundation is highly dependent upon soil conditions and the
tower type and size. This study assumed standard soil conditions, described in
paragraph 6.4.3.1 of the Design Study. With this assumption, pile foundations
are cheaper for the 1500 kW system, but mass concrete is competitive with piles
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for the 500 kW system. However, the analysis is quite sensitive to changes
soil parameters. Therefore, the choice of foundation will likely be governed
by soil condition at the particular site under consideration.

Most of the electrical protective and power conditioning equipment is mounted
on a pad at the base of the tower, along with the microprocessor, related con-
trol equipment, and the data recording and transmission equipment.

PRELIMINARY DESIGN RESULTS - SUMMARY

The characteristics of the low (500 kW) and high (1500 kW) power WGS resulting
from the preliminary design phase are summarized in Table 9. Table 10 lists
weight breakdowns for both systems, assuming a steel truss tower. The costs
of the two systems are shown in Table 11.

The predicted costs shown on Table 11 are based on quantity production in a
fully developed-market for wind generators. The costs of first units, in a
preproduction-prototype configuration with a limited market have been estimated
separately and are presented in Appendix A of this Executive Summary.

ROTOR

The rotor subsystem, which includes the blades, hub and controls, is the
largest single cost element of the WGS. It is the most technically demanding
subsystem and unlike the others, is not available commercially. Further,
little or no experience exists in design and fabrication of rotors as large
as these. Finally, all other subsystem designs are influenced directly or
indirectly by the rotor.

For these reasons, rotor design and analysis received great emphasis throughout
all phases of the study. Particular attention was placed on evolving a rotor
design that could be mass-produced at low cost with latest state-of-the-art
technology, without neglecting the stringent technical requirements of the
rotor.

The following discussion on the rotor subsystem will include some design con-
siderations and rationale that were employed during the concept evaluation and
optimization phases. This is necessary because of the difficulty in compart-
mentalizing the various phases, and also because an understanding of what was
done then is essential to understanding the final preliminary design which
resulted.

Requirements

To be a competitive alternative for electrical energy production, the rotor
must extract maximum energy from the available wind. It must operate in a wide
range of weather conditions, including extremes of temperature and all types
of precipitation. It must survive lightning strikes and hurricane winds. To
be cost effective, the rotor must be economical to build, require little main-
tenance, and have a long operating life. With these requirements, the following
design objectives were established:
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TABLE 9. SYSTEM PRELIMINARY

SYSTEM

Rated Power, kW
Site Median Wind Speed, m/s (mph)
Rated Wind Speed, m/s (mph)
Yearly Energy Output, kW-hrs
Plant Factor, %
Minimum Wind Speed, m/s (mph)
Cut-out Wind Speed, m/s (mph)
Design Maximum Wind Speed, m/s (mph)

ROTOR SUBSYSTEM

Design Shaft Output Power, kW
Rotor Diameter, m (ft)
Rotor Solidity, %
Rotor Precone, Deg.
Rotor Speed, RPM
Blade Root Chord, m (ft)
Blade Tip Chord, m (ft)

DRIVE SUBSYSTEM

Maximum Orientation Drive Speed, RPM

Gearbox Input Torque, Nm

(ft-lb)

ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM

Generator Rating, kW
Generator Output Voltage, KV
Generator Output Frequency, Hz
Generator Speed, RPM

CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

Rotor Pitch Rate, Deg/sec
Orientation System Yaw Rate, Deg/sec

STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM

Tower Height, m (ft)
Tower Base Span, m (ft)

DESIGN TECHNICAL

LOW POWER
SYSTEM

500
5.4 (12)
9.3 (21)

1.3 x 106

29
4.5 (10)
14 (30)
54 (120)

560
45.7 (150)

3
8
32.3

1.5 (5.1)
.75 (2.5)

1/3

166 x 103

(122 x 103)

510
2.4
60

1800

5
2

33.5 (110)
9.5 (31)

CHARACTERISTICS

HIGH POWER
SYSTEM

1500
8 (18)
11.5 (26)

5.7 x 106

43
5.4 (12)
20 (45)
54 (120)

1648
54.9 (180)

3
10
34.4
1.9 (6.1)
.95 (3.1)

1/3

456 x 103

(357 x 103)

1522
4.16
60

1800

5
2

38 (124)
10.7 (35)
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TABLE 10. PRELIMINARY DESIGN SYSTEM WEIGHT

STEEL TRUSS TOWER

ROTOR SUBSYSTEM .

BLADES

HUB

DRIVE SUBSYSTEM

GEARBOX

OTHER

ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM

CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM

STRUCTURAL STEEL

OTHER

WEIGHT*,

500 kW

8,020 (17,680)

3,080 (6,800)

4,940 (10,880)

16,780 (37,000)

9,890 (21,800)

6,890 (15,200)

2,820 (6,210)

20 (50)

44,950 (99,100)

37,470 (82,600)

7,480 (16,500)

TOTAL WEIGHT ON FOUNDATION 72,590 (160,040)

kg (Ibs)

1500 kW

17,430 (38,430)

5,160 (11,390)

12,270 (27,040)

35,180 (77,560)

20,860" (46,000)

14,320 (31,560)

6,950 (15,320)

20 (50)

69,360 (152,900)

52,210 (115,100)

17,150 (37,800)

128,940 (284,260)

WEIGHT ON FOUNDATION
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TABLE 11. PRELIMINARY DESIGN SYSTEM COST

STEEL TRUSS TOWER

1000 UNITS

COST PER UNIT, $

500 kW 1500 kW

SYSTEM INTEGRATION 14,400 25,100

ROTOR SUBSYSTEM 110,000 194,900

BLADES (76,600) (122,000)

HUB, including hub-
mounted controls (33,400) (72,900)

DRIVE SUBSYSTEM, including
gearbox, shafting and
couplings, ring gear and
yaw mechanism 78,000 181,000

ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM,
including generator, trans-
former, cable, utilities 43,800 64,800

CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 31,400 31,400

STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM,
including bedplate, enclo-
sure, ladders, tower
(installed), foundation 97,400 134,600

TOTAL WGS UNIT COST 375,000 631,800

OTHER CAPITAL COSTS,
including site acquisi-
tion and clearing, shed,
installation of components 75,670 89,000

DIRECT CAPITAL COST, $ 450,670 720,800

DIRECT CAPITAL COST, $/kW 901 481

ANNUAL COSTS:

15% Direct Capital Cost* 67,600 108,120

Operation and Maintenance 23,280 45,350

TOTAL YEARLY COST, $ 90,880 153,470

YEARLY ENERGY OUTPUT, kW-hr. 1.28 x 106 5.68 x 106

ESTIMATED ENERGY COST, <£/kW-hr 7.1 2.7

Subsystem components are described in the appropriate subsystem sections
of this report. Subsystem cost trends are shown in Figures 5 through 9.

*Includes Income Taxes, Debt Service, Return on Equity and Depreciation.
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1. Maximize aerodynamic efficiency.

2. Select the simplest design that will achieve desired aerodynamic
performance objectives.

3. Ensure that the rotor will operate satisfactorily in temperatures
from - 51°C to 49°C (- 60°F to 120°F), in precipitation, in salt
spray, in winds up to the maximum anticipated gusts during opera-
tion, and survive 53.7 m/s (120 mph) hurricane winds in the
stowed position.

4. Be impervious to lightning strikes.

5. Survive foreign object damage such as bird strikes, stones, and
small arms fire. Operate in sand and dust storms without leading
edge erosion.

6. Have 30-year operating life for blades, hub and grips.

7. Use available technology to the maximum. Minimize production
cost and development risk and reduce development costs for any
new technology.

The design does not provide protection against freezing rain and structural
ice. It is expected that the rotor will be shut down during those infrequent
periods when heavy ice accumulates. However, operation during periods of
light icing is permissible, though efficiency will be reduced.

Design Approach

The approach to the rotor design is similar to that of the other subsytems.
During conceptual design and evaluation, several feasible rotor configurations
were examined and one selected which offered lowest cost and risk while meeting
technical requirements. The optimization of this concept included evaluation
of rotor component options in greater depth. Finally, preliminary designs were
prepared with drawings, weight estimates, cost estimates, specifications, and
supporting analyses.

Throughout the study, the latest state-of-the-art technology was selected to
minimize cost and risk. Rotor configurations were proven concepts adapted from
helicopter designs. When feasible, these designs were simplified to eliminate
unnecessary elements. Standard commercial parts, such as pitch bearings, were
selected whenever possible and low-cost fabrication was emphasized.

Particular attention was paid to those operating conditions and regimes which
have significant effects on rotor design. Starting operations, rotor-tower
clearance, low rpm stability, transients during gusts, and load loss are
examples. Emphasis was placed on avoiding operating the rotor near its natural
frequencies to preclude high vibratory loads.
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Candidate Concepts and Evaluation

A number of options for rotor blades, controls, and hub were examined during
the conceptual design. The decisions made were reevaluated throughout the
study and some were modified or changed as the work progressed.

Blades - Blades are the single largest contributor to rotor cost. Of primary
importance to the economical design of the blades are the materials and tech-
nique for fabrication.

Conventional metal construction represents inexpensive, well-established tech-
nology. Metal blades, however, are not easily optimized for aerodynamic effi-
ciency due to the difficulties of manufacture with optimum twist, taper and
thickness distributions. Of equal importance is the length limitation of
extruded metal spars. Current extrusion technology sets an upper spar length
limit of 15 to 18 meters (50 to 60 ft), considerably below the spar length
required. Hence, had metal construction been chosen, spars would have had to
have been fabricated in sections and joined in some manner. These joints would
give rise to a number of problems, including adverse dynamic effects, stress
concentrations and added weight. These considerations make the use of compo-
site fabrication techniques and materials attractive. In particular, filament
wound composite construction can be used to fabricate blades of the size
required for this application with little cost penalty for selecting optimum
twist, taper and airfoil section. Additionally, use of filament wound compo-
site construction facilitates achieving a close balance between the blade cen-
ter of gravity (eg), feathering axis, and aerodynamic center (a.c.) without
using balancing weights. Experience has shown that serious dynamic instabil-
ities can occur if the blade eg falls behind its a.c. Hence, blades balanced
with eg and a.c. at the quarter chord (25% of distance between leading and
trailing edge) and having the feathering axis near the quarter chord axis are
traditional in helicopter blade design. These considerations were found to
apply to WGS blades; hence a eg/a.c./feathering axis match was considered a
design requirement. The result of these requirements was selection and reten-
tion of composite, filament wound blades.

Pitch Mode - Variable pitch wind-driven rotors can be operated in either of
two control modes—positive pitch or negative pitch. The former produces high
thrust loads along the rotor axis which are non-productive, while the latter
is primarily a torque-generating mode. The positive pitch mode at low wind
speeds and low power levels is subject to rotor thrust instabilities familiar
in the helicopter industry as the vortex ring state of rotor wake interference.
The vortex ring state is a condition in which the descent velocity of a lifting
rotor approximates the rotor downwash velocity, causing development of a large
recirculation vortex around the periphery of the rotor disc. For the wind gen-
erator system rotor, a similar condition exists when the thrust-induced wake
velocity is approximately equal to the wind velocity. Thrust fluctuations
associated with the vortex ring state could cause vibratory loads at the top
of the tower up to +_ 60% of the steady thrust load. Large blade tip deflec-
tions also occur, increasing the danger of blade tip intersection with the
tower. For these reasons, the negative pitch control mode was selected for
the WGS.
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Controls - The rotor requires some method of torque and speed control. The
variable pitch rotor was chosen over the fixed pitch rotor because its charac-
teristics permit the blade to be rotated about its feathering axis from almost
flat pitch to full feather. This facilitates startup and shutdown, permits
effective torque control and stowing of the rotor in full feather in case of
high winds. Also, the variable pitch rotor can be designed to avoid sustained
operation at potentially hazardous resonant conditions during startup. As dis-
cussed earlier, these considerations dictated selection of the variable pitch
rotor. The blade pitch, of course, must be controlled.

Blade pitch can be changed and controlled either by directly driving the blade
root mechanically, or by using aerodynamic forces by moving a servo flap near
the blade tip. The relative merits of the two systems will be discussed later.

Hub - A flex plate hub with low out-of-plane stiffness to give bending moment
relief, and high in-plane stiffness to provide the needed characteristics to
operate under relatively high gravity loads, was selected initially. During
preliminary design, however, the out-of-plane natural frequencies were found
to be too close to the operating speed, increasing vibratory response of the
out-of-plane bending moments. A teetering type of articulation was then
studied, but found not to be cost effective, as will be discuss'ed later. The
end result was a rigid hingeless configuration, which gave the necessary root
end stiffness.

During conceptual design and optimization, several major analyses were made to
examine significant component and configuration alternatives. These investi-
gations are summarized below.

Airfoil Section - Several airfoil sections were evaluated during the conceptual
design and optimization phases. These included NACA 4412, 23012, 23018 and
632-615 sections. Characteristics used were from NACA Report No. 824 under
standard roughness conditions at Reynolds number of 6 million, approximating
that of the outer portion of the blades. Although lift-to-drag ratios of NACA
4412 and 632-615 airfoils are higher than the 23012, the rotor optimization
study yielded very little difference in aerodynamic efficiency for the entire
rotor. Consequently, other considerations, such as lower aerodynamic pitching
moments, satisfactory past performance, and especially better producibility,
led to selection of the 230-series airfoil. This series is easier to make
because of the absence of reflex curvature on the under surface, which would
make filament wound composite fabrication more difficult.

The 230-series airfoil was retained through the preliminary design. Blade
tuning required the bending stiffness at the root to be increased, which led
to increased airfoil thickness ratios inboard.

Rotor Size and Solidity - Early analysis indicated that minimizing rotor sol-
idity (total blade planform area divided by rotor disc area) minimized the
energy cost for large rotor diameters. A range of diameters at various soli-
dities was examined to determine the limits of solidity and diameter. Results
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showed there were no inherent technical limits for solidity less than .02 and
diameter less than 76.2 m (250 ft). However, it was found that with solidity
below .03, complex and costly construction methods and materials were indicated
for the thick root sections required. It was also found that .03 solidity was
near the lower bound for significant energy cost savings, and that below that
solidity, starting characteristics were affected adversely. Therefore, .03
solidity was tentatively selected and was carried through preliminary design.
The rotor diameters considered during this analysis also bracket those selected
for preliminary design.

Number of Blades - With the cost advantage of minimum solidity and the rotor
diameter necessary to generate rated power at rated wind speed, consideration
was given to a 3-bladed rotor. It was found that although a 3-bladed rotor
reduces vibratory loads on the drive shaft, gearbox and tower, this was not an
important enough advantage to offset the higher costs of the third blade. The
2-bladed rotor was selected and retained.

Blade Geometry - The filament wound composite construction permitted most of
the feasible options of blade airfoil shape, twist and taper with minimal cost
impact. Two geometry studies were made after final solidity and diameter were
selected for the preliminary design. The studies covered planfbrm taper, impor-
tant for structural and tuning reasons, as well as cost, and twist distribu-
tions. Final planform was optimized with a 3:1 taper rate from mid-span to
tip. It was found that a linear twist of from 10° - 12° results in a rotor
efficiency only slightly less than that for an ideal twist. The linear twist
reduces blade tooling complexity and difficulties that might arise in removing
ideally twisted mandrels from the fabricated blades. Although optimum twist
was retained, linear twist can be used with negligible effect on energy cost.

Blade Life - An important factor in rotor system design is selection of the
most economical blade life for the particular application. The tradeoff
between blade life and initial cost is usually conducted on a total life cycle
cost basis, where the cost of maintenance and replacement of the blade at
periodic intervals is traded off against the unit cost of the blades.

Such a trade off study was conducted on the WGS blade, even though a 30-year
life was a design specification. The results show that no savings in capital
cost or energy cost will result from a blade with a life of less than 30 years.

Teetering vs Hinge!ess Hub - Although the flex plate hub selected during con-
ceptual design offered blade root bending moment relief, some form of articu-
lated blade could further reduce it, and possibly lead to weight and cost
savings. A teetering hub was examined for possible advantages.

The teetering hub reduces out-of-plane vibratory bending moments substantially
below those of the flex plate hub, but has no appreciable effect on in-plane
bending moments. These results suggest that the teetering hub might offer
some saving in weight and cost if the design requirements are dominated by
out-of-plane bending. However, the out-of-plane static bending moments at the
54 m/s (120 mph) maximum wind condition are the critical bending moments
driving the blade design. Blade structure which meets the static maximum wind
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requirement results in low, non-critical fatigue stress levels under normal
operating conditions, even for the higher bending moments imposed by the hinge-
less configuration. When the additional complexity of the teetering hub was
considered in this light, it was dropped from further consideration. Analysis
conducted during preliminary design strengthened this conclusion. Blade stiff-
ness distributions needed to tune blade natural frequencies imposed structural
requirements on the blade more severe than those imposed by the hingeless
rotor vibratory bending moments. Therefore, whether blades are sized for
stiffness or high wind conditions, fatigue stress levels are low enough to
achieve the required 30-year life.

Servo Flap vs Direct Pitch Control - The conceptual designs of the first phase
of the study used a servo flap for blade pitch control. Subsequent analysis
proved that although the servo flap alone would be very effective in allevi-
ating wind loads and adequate for pitch regulation during normal operation, it
would not serve for startup and shutdown. In these modes, the servo flap was
found to lack adequate controllability and pitch resolution. To compensate
for this shortcoming, auxiliary pitch control devices and special operational
procedures would be required. Because direct blade root pitch control can
accomplish the task across the operational spectrum unaided, it. was incorpor-
ated into the preliminary design instead of the servo flap.

However, if blade wind load alleviation becomes an important factor for cost
or operational reasons, the servo flap offers a possible alternative.

Stability - Blade flutter and divergence boundaries were defined and analyzed.
The rotor was free from flutter and divergence for the rated operating condi-
tions examined. Similarly, rotor/tower stability was investigated and found
to pose no threat over the operating regime of the system.

Over-speed - Rotor overspeed beyond the design rpm for normal operation can
occur during large and rapid wind velocity changes associated with strong gust
conditions; when the generator is abruptly disconnected from the network, or
in the event of a rotor control system malfunction. Loss of the balancing
torque load imparts a net accelerating torque on the rotor, causing overspeed.
A moderate rate of change of blade pitch angle, 5 degrees per second, was
found adequate to provide the necessary overspeed and overtorque control. This
insures that the maximum rotor overspeed under the worst combination of condi-
tions is not greater than 150% of rated rpm, the structural limit of the gener-
ator. All other components have structural limits above 150%.

Tuning - The structural configuration and thickness distribution of blades
were dictated largely by blade tuning requirements. Of particular concern in
the overall blade tuning problem is the need to avoid lower order resonance
crossings during rotor startup in marginal wind conditions. Under such condi-
tions, rotor acceleration to normal operating rpm will be quite slow, particu-
larly in the 80% to 100% rpm range, where accelerating torques are low. This
requirement resulted in selecting blade configuration details, such as root-
end airfoil thickness and blade stiffness, which tune the blade to eliminate
these problems.
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Fatigue Life - A potential for the accumulation of fatigue damage in WGS rotors
exists in many regimes of operation. However, since 30 years is the required
design life, almost all operation must occur below the blade endurance limit.
Accordingly, a design goal was established which placed the endurance limit
above all operating conditions, including startup, shutdown, and strong gusts
in wind up to cut-out wind speed, leaving the possibility of occurrence of
fatigue damage only for extremely severe conditions, which are seldom encoun-
tered. The calculated fatigue strength for unlimited life for both rotor blade
designs, compared with loads for the maximum gust above cut-out speed, shows
large margins between allowable and expected loads. This indicates that the
design fatigue life will be achieved.

Tower Shadow - The wind wake downwind of a tower is proportional to the drag
coefficients and solidity of the structure. A dense tower will generate a
sharp wind velocity reduction which produces a pulse input to the airload dis-
tribution of a downwind rotor as the blade passes through the tower wake. This
pulse occurs at exactly I/rev frequency and will, therefore, generate harmonic
forces at all integral multiples of rotor speed, I/rev, 2/rev, 3/rev...n/rev.
Blade bending and torsion responses will occur at all of these frequencies.
The magnitude of response will depend upon the amount of damping in the various
bending and torsion modes, their proximity to multiples of rotor speed, and the
strength of the tower wake.

The study reported herein used a 30 percent wind velocity reduction for tower
shadow, based on available literature information. This value of tower shadow
was not critical for fatigue at any wind velocity examined, from minimum wind
speed to well beyond cut-out speed.

(NOTE: Subsequent information, obtained from NASA testing after completion of
this study, quantified wind velocity reductions behind towers having high sol-
idity and angular structural elements. The wind shadow behind such towers can
produce substantially higher blade bending moments, with associated reductions
in blade fatigue lives. Therefore, it is considered essential that tower
design criteria include the requirement for minimum shadow effect by minimizing
tower solidity and selecting structural elements having low drag coefficients.)

Preliminary Design and Analysis

Rotor preliminary design was supported by configuration, operational and struc-
tural analysis. Configuration analysis included blade geometry optimization
studies which led to the selection of blade thickness, planform and twist dis-
tribution. The major operational analyses included pitch control mode selec-
tion, overspeed limit calculations, blade tuning analyses, determination of
blade flutter and divergence boundaries, and whirl resonance analyses. The
major structural analyses covered the blade design, fatigue analysis and hub
design.

Designs for both the 500 kW and 1500 kW rotors are similar, hence only the
1500 kW unit is illustrated in this summary.
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Blades - Details of blade geometry are shown in Figures 14 and 15. In construc-
tion, three separate mandrels are successively wound with S-2 fiberglass at
angles ranging from +_ 45° to +. 60° to the blade centerline, with unidirectional
layers interleaved spanwise during the winding process. The third mandrel is
used to position aluminum honeycomb blankets and a trailing edge spline, after
which the entire assembly is filament wound to form the complete structure.
The outboard section of the blade leading edge is protected from erosion by a
neoprene guard. Aluminum mesh screen embedded in the aft blade surface pro-
tects against lightning.

Head Assembly - The rotor head is shown in Figure 16, with a cutaway view
including controls shown in Figure 17. The rotor head is a rigid, hingeless
assembly supported by tapered roller bearings on a non-rotating hollow spindle
shaft which reacts out-of-plane bending moments. A central quill shaft trans-
mits rotor torque to the gearbox. A linear-travel blade pitch control mech-
anism is supported by the rotating quill shaft within the spindle shaft. The
pitch control system is linked directly to a clevis in each grip. Linear move-
ment of the pitch control beam causes a blade to rotate about its pitch axis.
Travel is sufficient for blade pitch control throughout the operating range,
including full feathering. Multiple-lug blade grips and pitch control bearings
complete the rotor head assembly.

Blade Grips - Forged aluminum grip fittings connect the blades to the hub.
These fittings redistribute blade loads into the pitch bearings and pitch con-
trol linkage. Connecting the grips to the hub is a crossed roller pitch
bearing, capable of reacting large moments as well as thrust. Blades are con-
nected to the grips by a double-pinned multi-lug joint which picks up the main
spar fitting. A truss to the blade trailing edge fitting carries trailing
edge spline loads.

Hub - The hub is constructed as a weldment of three large rolled plate cylin-
ders. The larger two cylinders have axes coincident with the rotor blade
pitching axes and furnish the mounting for the blade pitch bearings. These
cylinders are pierced by a smaller cylinder containing the hub bearings. The
bearings are a tapered roller pair in which all thrust is carried by the aft
bearing.

The welded structure was selected to reduce construction costs. Low stress
levels are achieved throughout the hub by providing generous cross sections.

CONTROLS

The controls subsystem conceptual design, optimization and preliminary design
are discussed below. A primary tool for this process was a failure modes and
effects analysis (FMEA) which is presented in the Design Study. The FMEA was
used to guide the concept selection and design of the control system, based
on the types of failures which might occur, the severity of their effect on
the WGS, and the ability to detect and compensate automatically for such
failures.
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Blade Grip

Aft Hub Bearing

Blade Shown Feathered

I—Blade Pitch Bearing

Fwd. Hub Bearing

Pitch Control

Yoke-

Hub Spool

Rotor Shaft Spindle
(Non-rotating)

Blade Shown in
Flat Pitch

Linear Travel Pitch Control

•Generator Drive Quill Shaft

—Emergency Feathering Gear (Shown Engaged)

Figure 17. Rotor Head Assembly, Cutaway View
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The control system uses a microprocessor for data telemetry and for startup
and shutdown sequencing, with hydraulic servos and analog equipment for the
primary rotor controls. A purely mechanical control backup is provided for
emergency feathering and shutdown of the rotor.

Requirements^

The controls subsystem must be designed for operation at a remote, unattended
site. The subsystem must be fail-safe and self-monitoring; that is, it must
be capable of detecting any failure within the WGS which may cause secondary
damage to subsystems and take appropriate protective action. The controls must
operate the system under extreme environmental conditions, such as wind gusting,
and protective functions must be executed independent of the availability of
external power. The controls must also be conservatively designed to maintain
high reliability and be properly protected against induced transients from the
power line or from lightning strikes.

The control subsystem must do the following:

1. Start up the WGS from rest to design rotor speed.

2. Shut down and secure the WGS.

3. Control blade pitch to regulate the rpm of the rotor when dis-
connected from the utility network.

4. Control blade pitch to regulate power output when connected to
the utility network.

5. Control the yaw orientation of the nacelle.

6. Monitor operating parameters and telemeter information to a
central control point.

7. Determine when a fault exists within the WGS or the utility
line and take appropriate action to protect the system.

8. Record significant data at the WGS site.

Many different functions are required of the control system, ranging from con-
tinuous fast-response proportional control to discrete fault detection and
sequencing. Since the various control functions also have differing degrees
of importance from a safety and reliability standpoint, the same equipment will
not be optimum for all functions. Therefore, the control functions were cate-
gorized for purposes of concept selection and the optimum equipment was
selected for each category.

The cost and weight of the electrical portion of the control subsystem are only
a small percentage of the total subsystem cost and weight. Therefore, these
were not major factors in the evaluation of control subsystem concepts. The
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major considerations in the evaluation of the candidate control concepts were
reliability and safety. Other criteria included acceptability to electric
utilities, compatibility with the specified environment, simplicity, life, and
maintenance. In the case of critical functions, predictability and ease of
detection of failure modes and the ability to initiate protective or backup
action without external power were important considerations.

Design Approach

Types of equipment examined included fully-mechanical sensing and actuation
devices, electrical devices, including AC and DC analog servo systems, standard
digital logic, and digital microprocessors. Several actuation methods were
also investigated, including aerodynamic, electrical, mechanical, pneumatic
and hydraulic approaches. The sensing devices considered depended primarily on
the parameter being sensed. However, preference was given to devices which do
not require slip rings or commutators. Preference was also given to readily
available, off-the-shelf components and concepts which have a firm and proven
experience base in the rotary wing or power generation fields.

As the W6S design concept evolved through the conceptual design, parametric
optimization and preliminary design phases, the control subsystem concept was
developed and modified. The essential control subsystem concepts were selected
at the outset of the preliminary design phase and then refined in concert with
other subsystems.

Candidate Concepts and Evaluation

Critical Controls - Hydraulic servos supplied with pressure from a pump driven
directly by the main gearbox were selected for the primary rotor controls.
Standard analog servo amplifiers were selected to control the hydraulic actu-
ators, primarily due to their large experience base in utility applications
and their compatibility with automatic failure detection. The blade pitch con-
trol linkages from the actuator to the blade were selected as simple mechanical
linkages to provide high reliability and safety. This linkage approach also
permits use of the stored energy in the rotor to provide an emergency shutdown
capability in the event of a power failure or control failure during operation.

Non-Critical Components - A microprocessor-based computer system was selected
to control the startup and shutdown sequencing of the WGS, and also to handle
the data formatting and communications for telemetry and supervisory functions.
This equipment is ideally suited to these functions, and is presently being
used by utilities in a similar role. Since the utility experience base with
this equipment is not extensive, the microprocessor was limited to the func-
tions described and was excluded from the primary rotor controls and the elec-
trical protective and relaying equipment. Field experience with these devices
indicates a satisfactory performance can be obtained in a remote site environ-
ment if proper precautions are followed, such as isolating inputs and outputs
against transients, and special coding provisions to provide high noise
immunity for the telemetry links. The microprocessor can also draw its power
from a non-interruptible battery source.
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Monitoring - Critical sensing, signal processing and actuation functions can
be continuously monitored for failures, and appropriate action taken to prevent
secondary damage in the event of a failure. This monitoring includes, as a
minimum, the blade pitch servo control, the yaw servo control, the wind speed
and direction sensing, the rotor rpm sensors and the critical portions of start-
up and shutdown sequences.

Preliminary Design and Analysis

The following description covers the electronic and electrical portions of the
controls. The mechanical and hydraulic portions of the system are described in
the drive subsystem section.

Yaw Control - The yaw servo keeps the shaft axis of the rotor aligned with the
average wind when the rotor is turning. The yaw rate is limited to approxi-
mately 1/3 rpm to prevent sudden motions of the tower head which could result
in large forces on the system due to gyroscopic effects. The yaw servo is only
intended to trim the system to the average wind direction. A wind vane coupled
to a synchro is used to sense wind direction error. The error signal is then
amplified and used to operate hydraulic solenoid valves, which .control the flow
of hydraulic power to the yaw servo motor. Automatic fault monitoring of the
yaw servo during operation is provided by independently monitoring the average
wind direction error and checking for proper servo response to changes in the
average direction of the wind.

Blade Pitch Control - The blade pitch servo amplifier provides a proportional
DC output signal to operate the blade pitch hydraulic servo valve. The ampli-
fier is automatically reconfigured for each mode of operation:

1. Startup - programmed pitch change for rotor acceleration.

2. Standby/Synchronize - pitch controlled to regulate rpm.

3. Operate - pitch controlled to regulate power output to utility.

4. Normal Shutdown - programmed pitch change for rotor deceleration.

During both the standby/synchronize and operate modes, gross positioning of
blade pitch is accomplished by providing the servo with a signal which is a
function of the component of wind speed along the axis of the rotor shaft. For
the operate mode, a power signal derived from the generator power output moni-
tor provides a fine adjustment to hold the power output at the rated set point
for wind speeds above rated. RPM is used to control pitch for the standby/
synchronize mode.

Continuous fault monitoring of the pitch servo during startup, standby/synch
and operate modes is required to prevent possible overspeed/underspeed and/or
reverse thrust on the rotor due to pitch control failures. The monitor must
be capable of differentiating between pitch control failures and sudden or
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unusual motion of the controls due to wind gusts. This is accomplished by a
monitoring device which checks for proper average blade pitch position via an
independent blade pitch feedback sensor.

Several analyses of the control system were used to establish the rates and
limits of the control components. The most important of these included the
establishment of the rotor blade pitch rate, which is the basic system power
control parameter. To establish the pitch rate required, an analysis of rotor
response under gust conditions was conducted. The wind gust model used for
this analysis was supplied by NASA.

When the generator is connected to the utility network, an increasing gust will
cause increasing torque and power output, whereas a decreasing gust will cause
decreasing torque and power output, and may also cause an undesirable thrust
reversal on the rotor if the pitch control system is not sufficiently respon-
sive. Using the static control characteristic of the rotor, in conjunction
with the wind gust model, it is possible to estimate the effect of gusts on
the system and to derive the control response requirements. The analysis indi-
cated that the torque overload limit was the controlling requirement on pitch
rate and showed the required pitch rate to be about 5 degrees/second.

When the generator is disconnected from the network, the sudden loss of load,
combined with a gust, can cause an overspeed condition. The overspeed anal-
ysis also showed a pitch rate requirement of about 5 degrees/second to limit
maximum overspeed to 150% of rated, the generator limit. Thus, analyses of
both critical control conditions determined that a 5 degree/second pitch rate
is adequate to control the rotor under extreme conditions. Ultimately, more
detailed analysis may indicate somewhat faster rates are needed. However, the
pitch rates should not be made faster than necessary, since excessively fast
rates pose a greater hazard in the event of control system failure at the
highest pitch rate position.

STRUCTURE

The WGS structure subsystem includes the tower and its foundation, and the turn-
table. Various tower configuration concepts were investigated in depth before
selecting the final concepts for preliminary design. Preliminary designs of
both steel truss and concrete shell towers were prepared for the 500 kW and
1500 kW systems, since both types offer attractive combinations of cost, appear-
ance and modification flexibility.

Requirements

The structure must support the power generating subsystems and controls, allow
the rotor disk to be oriented normal to the wind and react the forces imposed
by the rotor and by the wind acting on the tower itself. Fatigue strength of
the tower must be great enough to withstand the rotor-induced vibratory loads,
including the effects of startup and shutdown cycles, gust variations, tower
shadow, and gravity for a 50-year service life. The stiffness.of the tower
must be selected so that the resulting tower natural frequencies avoid integral
multiples of the operating frequency.
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The foundation must provide a firm anchor for the tower structure for all
imposed loading conditions and certain earthquake conditions.

The turntable and associated connecting structure, orientation drive mechanism
and protective shrouding must transmit loads developed by the rotor and power
conversion machinery to the tower and protect these components from rain, snow,
hail and lightning.

Many other detailed requirements, specific to each particular WGS concept, size
and operating condition, were developed and used to guide the tower concept
selection and design. The most important detailed requirements covered the sub-
system structural criteria, including static strength, fatigue strength and
stiffness.

The static strength requirement was established for three basic loading condi-
tions:

Blowover - For hurricane winds of 53.6 m/s (120 mph), it was assumed
that the rotor is parked with the blades vertical and that the wind
direction was such that the wind impinges flatwise on the blades and
broadside on the nacelle.

Normal Operating Plus Seismic Loads - The wind velocity for this
condition is the rated wind speed of the WGS, which produces maximum
rotor thrust. A horizontal load factor from the Uniform Building
Code for a seismic disturbance was applied to produce inertia loads
in the same direction as the rotor thrust.

Maximum Operating Load - The normal operating loads at rated wind
speed were multiplied by 2.0 (except that rotor torque was multi-
plied by 2.5) as conservative estimates of the worst transient
loads, including dynamic response of the structure. The peak gust
amplitudes were derived from the NASA gust model.

Fatigue strength requirements were established for two repeated loading condi-
tions. For the high frequency vibratory hub moments existing in normal opera-
tion, infinite life was required. For the repeated loads incurred by startup
and shutdown cycles (0 to 1.5 times maximum steady operating loads), a life
of 50 years at five cycles per day was required. In order that structural
natural frequencies avoid resonance with the rotor, it was judged to be neces-
sary that the first mode bending and torsional natural frequencies be at least
1.5 and 2.5 times the rotor operating frequency, respectively, and that they
should avoid integral multiples of normal operating rotor speed.

Design Approach

To minimize costs, existing commercial quality materials and parts and standard
construction techniques were used for all tower concepts. The choice of
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materials was, therefore, limited to structural steel and concrete and the
principal focus of the concept evaluations was on the configuration of the
tower and foundation.

Candidate Concepts and Evaluation

Several tower and foundation configurations were considered and evaluated
during Phase I, as described earlier. Because large production run costs of
both the truss tower and the pre-cast, post-tensioned concrete tower are reason-
ably close, and each has important advantages, both were carried forward to
preliminary design.

A welded structural steel framework of standard sections was postulated for the
turntable (Figure 13) as representative of the weight and cost of any feasible
alternative.

A detailed study during the preliminary design phase examined the relative
merits of foundations of mass concrete, piles, and piles with rock anchors, for
both the 500 kW and 1500 kW WGS. To establish strength properties for the
foundation, average soil conditions and existence of bedrock at a reasonable
depth were assumed. For the high power system, a combination of a truss tower
and piles with rock anchor foundation showed a distinct cost advantage. Other-
wise, no single foundation concept or tower-foundation combination was signi-
ficantly advantageous. It was evident from the analysis that local soil condi-
tions should be examined for a particular site to determine the most economical
foundation.

Particulars of the various tower-foundation studies are in paragraph 6.4 of
the Design Study.

Preliminary Design and Analyses

Since the tower concept studies showed that both the steel truss and pre-cast,
post-tensioned concrete tower concepts have advantages, preliminary designs for
both concepts were prppared for both the low and high power systems. Design
configurations and system costs for all three foundation concepts for both
tower types and power levels were also developed, assuming average soil condi-
tions.

The 1500 kW WGS steel truss and concrete shell towers are shown in Figure 18.
The 500 kW system towers are similar. The 1500 kW truss tower is a four-sided
tower, constructed of standard grade structural steel H-beams and double angles.
The width of the top of the tower was dictated by the bearing size required to
react the rotor loads. Bending strength is primarily provided by the chords,
or corner members, of the tower. The chords are constructed of wide-flange
H-beams. Each chord is made up of three different sizes of H-beams, the heav-
iest at the base and the lightest at the top of the tower. The diagonals pro-
vide the shear and torsional strength of the tower. They are constructed of
various sizes of H-beams and double angles, again with heavier members used
near the base of the tower. The purpose of the horizontal braces is to sta-
bilize the diagonals and reduce their effective column length. The horizontal
braces carry no primary loads.
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The pre-cast concrete tower for the 1500 kW WGS is a truncated circular cone
with a constant cone angle and constant wall thickness, constructed of 12 fac-
tory match-cast segments, six upper and six lower, each covering 60 degrees of
circumference. The lower six segments are identical, except for a doorway in
one, and the upper six are identical. Maximum size of each segment was deter-
mined by shipping considerations of weight and dimension. Access to the tower
top is provided by caged ladders in the shell interior, protected from the
environment. Post-tensioning is accomplished during erection of the tower in
two stages; the first post-tensioning is applied after the lower half is
erected, while the second post-tensioning is applied after erection of the
upper half. Post-tensioning strands are positioned at 12 locations within the
shell wall which is thickened locally to provide protection to the strands.
These steel strands, running through the shell wall from the foundation toward
the top of the tower, are anchored to the foundation and are tightened during
the post-tensioning process so that they compress the concrete. The amount of
compression is sufficient to keep the concrete in compression for the maximum
design loads. Shear ties between the segments are required along vertical
joints to provide structural continuity.

For each tower design, the applied loads, member stresses, and natural vibration
frequencies were analyzed in detail. Each structure was designed to satisfy
the structural criteria described above. Of the three static loading condi-
tions, the storm wind blowover condition was found to be most critical. Either
this condition or the stiffness requirements governed the tower designs. The
fatigue requirements were not found to be critical.

The relatively small difference in high production rate cost between the steel
truss and post-tensioned concrete towers, shown in Table 12, leads to the con-
clusion that both tower types should be considered for production applications.
The truss, however, is very clearly the most economical choice for demonstra-
tion and development programs.

CNOTE: As discussed earlier, due to the considerable importance of the exces-
sive shadow effect produced by shell type towers, it now seems unlikely that
shell towers will prove feasible.)

TABLE 12. 1500 kW TOWER COST ANALYSIS - DOLLARS

PRODUCTION QUANTITY
1 100 1000 10000

Truss 63,000 63,000 55,000 49,000

Pre-cast, Post-
Tensioned Concrete
Shell 324,000 63,000 60,600 60,300
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DRIVE

The drive subsystem, Figure 13, is comprised of the mechanical components which
support the rotor and transmit its torque to the electrical generator. In this
study the control system power supply, the mechanical rotor controls, and the
turntable orientation mechanism are defined as part of the drive subsystem.

Requirements

Table 13 lists the functional requirements of the drive subsystem.

TABLE 13. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF DRIVE SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS

COMPONENT

Rotor Spindle or Shaft

Input Drive

Gearbox

Parking Brake

Inching Drive

Pitch Control

Turntable Control

Turntable Bearing

Hydraulic System

FUNCTION

Supports the rotor, allows its
rotation

Transmits rotor torque to the
gearbox

Provides rotor to generator speed
conversion. Drives auxiliary
equipment

Stops the rotor from low rpm and
locks it

Repositions the parked rotor

Controls pitch setting of the
rotor blades

Orients the rotor normal to the
wind

Provides pivot between the turn-
table and tower

Provides power to pitch and
orientation controls

Design Approach

In order to minimize cost, maximize reliability and provide long drive train
component life, an approach emphasizing simplicity and design ruggedness was
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used. All drive subsystem concepts considered only off-the-shelf components
operating well within their strength and performance capacities. Safe failure
modes were designed into the drive subsystem where possible; e.g., feathering
the blades and locking the turntable in the case of servo system failure.

Simple field assembly tasks were assured by assigning critical fitting tasks
to shop fabrication steps and by allowing latitude for misalignment between
field-assembled units. Maintainability was emphasized by the simple design
approach, by designing good accessibility provisions and by including strate-
gically placed diagnostic sensors.

The entire design approach to the drive subsystem was geared to achieve low
initial and operating costs through the use of rugged components and straight-
forward, proven component integration techniques.

Candidate Concepts and Evaluation

A number of power transmission configurations were evaluated, including chain
and belt drives, hydrostatic transmissions and fixed ratio gearboxes. Only
fixed ratio gearboxes were found to be commercially available in sizes capable
of handling rated rotor torque. Other candidate components would have to be
combined, or staged, to meet the torque requirements. Since fixed ratio gear-
boxes also offer the best efficiency and highest reliability, they were the
clear choice for the power transmission system.

The rotor support/drive shaft must take the form of either an overhung drive
shaft supported on pillow blocks, or a static spindle with live bearings for
rotor hub support and a quill shaft for torque drive. While simpler in concept,
the pillow block shaft was not selected because of the higher weight of the
shaft and bearings needed to handle the overhung rotating loads. The static
spindle offers a much more efficient structure, not subject to large vibratory
bending moments from the rotor.

Auxiliary drive system components, such as shafting, flexible couplings,
bearings and clutches were found to be readily available as catalog items.
Overall system cost and weight were generally not greatly influenced by these
component choices, and most of the effort devoted to the evaluation of these
devices concentrated on the selection of low cost designs.

One auxiliary function which received heavy emphasis was the provision for
emergency shutdown. A primary brake, capable of stopping the rotor from an
overspeed condition due to extreme gusts or network disconnect, was found to
be impractical for the WGS. Brake size becomes unreasonably large when
installed directly on the low speed rotor shaft, while gearbox strength and
brake energy dissipation capability come into question with the brake installed
on the generator high speed shaft. This problem was circumvented by providing
a direct, fail-safe mechanical method for slowing the rotor by blade feathering,
actuated by rotor inertia when overspeed exceeds safe limits. After slowing,
the stop is completed with a small parking brake.
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Two turntable support configurations were studied. In one, a system of three
bearings was arranged on a pintle projecting from the bottom of the turntable.
An alternative design used a single, large crossed roller bearing. Advantages
leading to the choice of the second scheme were simpler assembly and lower
cost, and a large clear center passageway from tower to turntable for personnel
and power lines, an important design consideration.

Preliminary Design and Analysis

The preliminary design of the 1500 kW high power WGS drive subsystem is shown
in Figure 13. The drive subsystem for the 500 kW unit is similar. Both of
these designs are described below, by major component.

Rotor Spindle - The rotor is supported on a tubular spindle which is fitted to
a socket in the turntable structure shown in Figure 13. Attachment of the
spindle to structure is by means of shear bolts. Stress levels in the spindle
are sufficiently low to permit its designation as permanent structure with a
life of 50 years. The spindle provides mounting for a pair of tapered roller
bearings which support the rotor hub.

Quill Shaft - The driving connection between the hub and gearbox is a quill
shaft which transmits torque only, since all other rotor loads are carried by
the stationary spindle. In the 500 kW WGS, this tubular steel shaft is .2 m
(8 in) in diameter and, in the 1500 kW system, the shaft diameter is .406 m
(16 in). A flexible coupling connects the quill shaft to the gearbox, allowing
for installation misalignment.

Gearbox - Rotor-to-generator speed conversion is by means of a triple mesh,
parallel shaft gearbox. Candidate gearboxes are Philadelphia Gear models for
both the 500 kW and 1500 kW WGS. These gearboxes are equipped with anti-
friction bearings throughout, and use case-hardene'd shaved, or ground, gears.

Pitch Control - The rotor pitch control system utilizes a central push-pull
control column which is keyed to the rotating quill shaft (Figure 16). A rigid
cross beam on the end of this column is linked directly to each of the two
blade grip fittings by pitch links so that the push-pull motion is transformed
into rotation of the blades about their pitch axes.

The pitch column can be actuated by two independent means. Normal actuation
is by means of a single, large hydraulic cylinder which is linked to a yoke on
the inboard end of the column. A thrust bearing in the yoke allows transfer
of the linear motion from the cylinder linkage to the rotating column. Motion
of the hydraulic cylinder is controlled by an electro-hydraulic servo valve,
and cylinder position is fed back by a linear displacement transducer.

Emergency actuation of the pitch column is accomplished when cam follower
plungers drop into engagement with a helical cam slot in the column. Rotor
shaft rotation will then move the column, very forcibly, in the feather direc-
tion. A deeper annular slot at the end of travel prevents motion beyond full
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feather, even if the shaft continues to rotate, and also prevents inadvertent
reversing. The cam follower plungers are spring-loaded to the engaged position,
and hydraulically disengaged. In the absence of hydraulic pressure, either
through malfunction or actuation of a selector valve, the followers will engage
and feathering will take place.

Orientation Control - Turntable orientation is accomplished by means of a
hydraulic motor and gear train. The motor is mounted on, and drives through,
a single stage vertical shaft worm gearbox of 60:1 ratio. Output of this
gearbox drives a pinion gear which meshes with a large diameter internal gear.
This large gear is integral with the inner race of the turntable bearing, .
which is secured to the tower. Ratio of the pinion-ring gear is 10:1. The
worm gearbox is irreversible, so that the turntable will be rigidly held
against the wind load, unless the wind load is assisting the hydraulic motor.
Speed of the motor will be regulated by hydraulic flow control valves, so that
turntable rotation will be held to 1/3 rpm, even with assisting wind. This is
required to limit rotor gyroscopic forces.

Turntable Bearing - The turntable bearing is a single, large-diameter crossed
roller bearing. This type of bearing can withstand radial thrus-t and over-
turning moment loads, separately or simultaneously. Balance of the complete
turntable assembly with all equipment and nacelle is slightly offset, with the
rotor on the light side. With the wind thrust, there is a constant moment
tending to pitch the rotor down. The bearing is sized to handle all loads,
including those generated by the maximum wind blowing broadside on the nacelle
and feathered blades.

Parking Brake/Inching Drive - A parking brake/inching drive has been designed
as a single unit. For this arrangement, the brake connects the generator
shaft to a motor-driven worm gear, which is the inching drive.

The purpose of this arrangement is to eliminate the need for a secondary clutch
and actuator, and to bypass a hazardous sequencing step where the brake must
be released when the inching drive is engaged. When the parking brake is
engaged, it locks the generator shaft to the worm drive, which is irreversible
to torque applied to the gear. The worm is driven by a gear motor so that the
shaft can be slowly rotated to a selected parking position for stowing or main-
tenance. At no time is the brake released, until it is desired to start the
WGS.

ELECTRICAL

Several types of electrical generation approaches were studied during the con-
cept selection process, including variable rotor shaft speed and fixed rotor
shaft speed configurations. Two fixed speed concepts, using either an induc-
tion or synchronous generator, were selected for the WGS preliminary design,
since these concepts provide the highest system efficiency with the lowest
system cost and complexity.
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Requirements

The basic requirements of the electrical subsystem are to produce electric
power at a voltage and frequency compatible with standard electric utility
requirements and practices. The electrical generating equipment must produce
this power using minimum-cost equipment to achieve competitive energy costs.

The equipment must operate at a remote, unattended site. Therefore, automatic
fault protection and synchronization of the WGS with the utility network must
be provided. The equipment must operate over the required range of wind speed,
temperature and other environmental effects, and maintain a stable interface
with the utility network under expected wind gusts. This represents an addi-
tional requirement beyond those usually imposed on conventional utility gener-
ating equipment, since the power source, the wind, is a random variable. The
WGS must, therefore, include provisions to limit the adverse effects of wind
gusts on the WGS and the utility network. This is accomplished primarily
through control of blade pitch and by control of generator field excitation.

Design Approach

In selecting the electrical subsystem concept and developing the preliminary
design, primary emphasis was placed on minimizing the cost per kilowatt hour
of energy delivered to the utility. Since the WGS spends a large percentage
of its time operating below rated power, good partial power efficiency was an
important consideration in the selection of the generating and interface equip-
ment. Emphasis was also placed on the selection of equipment commercially
available and conforming to standard utility practices. Other decision cri-
teria included equipment cost, total weight of the electrical subsystem which
affects tower cost, electrical subsystem reliability and maintainability, and
utility equipment preferences and control considerations.

Candidate Concepts and Evaluations

Generators - There are two fundamentally different approaches for generating
electric power with the WGS. One approach is to use an electrical subsystem
which can accept variable shaft rpm, allowing the rotor to operate at a speed
proportional to the wind. The second approach operates the electrical equip-
ment at a fixed rpm and requires a fixed rpm shaft drive from the gearbox to
the generator. These are described in more detail in Phase I,, Evaluation of
Candidate Systems.

Both approaches must provide constant frequency output. Although operation at
variable rpm complicates the electrical equipment, it does permit the rotor to
operate at its most efficient speed over a range of wind speeds. For variable
speed systems, a means must be provided to convert the variable shaft rpm into
the constant frequency required by the utility network.

In the study, three basic concepts were considered for generating DC power from
the variable shaft rpm and then converting to AC power at constant frequency
for delivery to the utility network. These three concepts were:
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1. A DC motor driving an induction generator.

2. A DC motor driving a synchronous generator.

3. A three-phase solid state inverter.

Two concepts were considered for fixed rpm electrical systems. One using an
induction motor operated as a generator, and the second using a synchronous
generator of the type normally used by electric utilities. These approaches
are straightforward concepts using standard equipment, and very similar to
small conventional utility generation installations.

The evaluation of these alternatives determined that the variable rpm electri-
cal system configurations were in all cases considerably more complex, more
costly, and less efficient than the fixed rpm schemes. This is shown in Table
14, which gives the results of a study for a 1000 kW WGS in terms of system
efficiency and total equipment cost. As might be expected, the slightly higher
efficiency of the rotor when operated at variable rpm is overwhelmed by the poor
efficiency and high cost of the variable rpm electrical systems.

TABLE 14. ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM EFFICIENCY AND COST

1000 kW High Power WGS

LOAD NET EFFICIENCY, %

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

TYPE

Constant RPM/
Induction Generator

Constant RPM/
Synchronous Generator

Variable RPM/MG Set
(Induction Generator)

Variable RPM/MG Set
(Synchronous Gen.)

Variable RPM/Inverter

FULL

94.3

95.0

82.6

83.2

78.3

3/4

94.0

94.4

81.3

81.6

77. 0

1/2

92.2

92.2

79.4

79.4

75.5

1/4

87.0

87.5

70.7

71.7

44.4

TOTAL
COST, $

59,305

86,815

208,350

235,860

364,325

Because of the small cost difference between them, either the induction or the
synchronous generator can be used with the fixed rpm system, depending on the
preference of the using utility. To provide this option, protective equipment
and switch gear specifications were developed to be compatible with either type
of generator. Both were carried forward to preliminary design.
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Protective and Relay Equipment - Although there are several new developments
in the field of generator protective and relaying equipment which hold promise
for the future, they were not adopted for the WGS. Included in this category
is the microprocessor which was suggested to replace the standard electro-
mechanical and solid state devices commonly used by utilities. The micropro-
cessor was not selected for this role because of the limited experience util-
ities have with it. However, as discussed in the Controls section, it was
selected for non-critical sequencing, monitoring and housekeeping.

(NOTE: The results of a failure modes and effects analysis, carried out after
the wind generator study was completed, are included in the Design Study.)

The failure modes and effects analysis provided further evidence that a micro-
processor is suitable for use in the sequencing and supervisory control func-
tions of a wind generator system. The microprocessor can detect and take the
necessary corrective action in the event of failures in the remainder of the
system that could lead to hazardous conditions. In most cases, the micropro-
cessor can even detect its own failures, or at least their effects that might
create hazardous conditions, and then initiate proper corrective action.

In one respect, the microprocessor-based control system is quite different from
a control system using conventional techniques. This is in the interface with
the operator or maintainer. A control system, using conventional techniques,
generally has a number of indicator lamps, annunciators, or other directly
observable devices that indicate the conditions within the control system at
all times. The microprocessor-based system, on the other hand, carries out
its logical decision making within the microprocessor circuits themselves,
where it is invisible to the operator or maintainer. Diagnostic aids should,
therefore, be a part of the microprocessor-based sequencing and supervisory
control system. This not only provides the maintainer with a starting point
for his maintenance procedures, but also provides a higher degree of confidence
that the trouble he finds and fixes is, in fact, the one which caused the sys-
tem to shut down.

Interface Equipment - Options for the interface equipment to tie the WGS into
the utility network are limited. The required transformers may be either air-
or oil-cooled, but the oil-cooled unit was selected because of its lower cost
and suitability to outdoor operation.

Circuit Interrupts - Standard circuit breakers and recloser breakers were con-
sidered. Since the recloser was at first thought to be cheaper, it was evalu-
ated. It was found, however, that the standard recloser lacks repeatable
closing times needed to assure accurate synchronization between the WGS and the
power grid. Therefore, standard breakers were selected.

Emergency Power Supply - In the event station service power to the WGS is inter-
rupted, emergency power must be available to shut down and secure the system
without damage. The two alternatives considered were a gasoline- or diesel-
powered auxiliary generator, or batteries with a charger, constantly floating
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on line. The higher reliability of the batteries and the preference of the
utilities for them were the governing factors in their selection. However, the
small amount of power available from batteries dictated that all emergency
sequences be designed for low power consumption. This requirement influenced
the control system design significantly.

Connections from Tower to Ground - Two methods were considered for getting the
electrical power and control wiring from the tower to the ground. The first
was slip rings and the second was cable. The cable would be allowed to twist
up some predetermined amount before it was untwisted by turning the tower head.

Allowing the cable to twist up is a technique that has been used on other
large systems with success. Usually, the net twist accumulated over a period
of time does not amount to more than a turn or two. This approach has lower
cost and higher reliability than slip rings and is more suitable for the large
numbers of wires that might be required for the control and signal cables. It
does require a long length of cable to absorb the twist and a sensor for the
yaw servo during the shutdown sequence to remove the twist.

The major disadvantage of this approach with respect to the power cables is
lower reliability; manufacturers of these cables recommend against twisting or
flexural motions. It was, therefore, decided to run the power wiring through
slip rings and to use direct connections only for the control and signal wiring,
with the yaw servo being used to untwist the cable as necessary during each
shutdown of the system.

Preliminary Design and Analysis

After selection of the electrical subsystem and component concepts, the system
preliminary design process evolved the detailed electrical subsystem configura-
tion and supporting analyses. Descriptions of the major system components are
given below and apply to both the 500 kW and 1500 kW units.

Generator - The generator is a high speed induction or synchronous machine
operated at 1800 rpm. Voltage is either 2400 or 4160 volts, selected to mini-
mize cable weight and cost, and the cost of the slip ring used to bring the
power cables around the rotating joint at the tower head. Cooling is provided
by forced ambient air.

Protective and Control Equipment - The protective and control equipment performs
the following functions:

1. Protects the WGS against damage from electrical faults.

2. Protects the utility network against failures in the WGS.

3. Differentiates between faults internal to the WGS and faults in
the utility system.
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The protective equipment is designed so that electrical faults within the WGS
equipment initiate shutdown and lockout of the WGS until repaired. External
faults, on the other hand, trip the main breaker and the WGS is then allowed
to re-synchronize with the network after the fault has been cleared.

Lightning protection for both systems is accomplished by providing good paths
to ground for direct strikes along the outside surfaces of the WGS, so that
the equipment is inside an effective shield. Lightning arresters are provided
at critical locations to protect against lightning transients.

Utility Interface - The WGS is equipped with an oil-filled step-up transformer
to match the generator to the voltage of the distribution system, and to limit
fault currents. The breaker is located on the high side of the distribution
transformer so that, when the breaker is open, the system is completely iso-
lated from the utility network, except for the station service supply which
bypasses the breaker. Large currents can be generated by the grid feeding
back into faults within the WGS, therefore, the breaker has been sized to
interrupt these currents. Reliability considerations require that emergency
power at the WGS site be provided by a trickle-charged battery source, rather
than a gasoline- or diesel-driven generator. The WGS has been designed to be
compatible with this type of emergency power source.

The final design of the electrical subsystem must be tailored to the needs of
the particular user utility company. The design will also be influenced by
the location within the network system where the WGS is installed. Its loca-
tion in the system can affect the type of generator, induction or synchronous,
the size of the breakers required, and the type and settings of the required
relaying and protective equipment. The electrical subsystem design developed
for the WGS provides for this tailoring, and is compatible with standard util-
ity requirements.

Transient Analysis - When the synchronous wind generator unit is connected to
the electrical distribution system, the interaction must be analyzed to ascer-
tain the effect this unit will have on the operation of the distribution sys-
tem, and the requirements for protective and control equipment for the electri-
cal system and the wind generator itself. Because of the importance of this
issue, a study was conducted to determine the general response of the WGS unit
to faults and switching operations on the distribution system and to changes
in unit input torque due to wind gusts. The stability analysis was performed
by Northeast Utilities for the 1500 kW WGS. The 1500 kW system was studied for
the preliminary design analysis, since stability questions on the 500 kW system
will be less critical than the 1500 kW unit when connected to the same network.

The modeling of the generator and network was done by use of a transient sta-
bility program which is a standard tool used by electric power system engineers
in the study of dynamic performance of power systems. The distribution feeder
was modeled as a 13 km (8 miles) long feeder with 7 mW of distributed loads
along the feeder. The WGS was connected to the feeder through a dedicated
1.6 km (1 mile) line. Modeling of the wind generator portion was based on a
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quasi-static approximation of the rotor and controls. Although a more compre-
hensive model should be developed for analyzing the final detailed system
design, the current analysis results are representative of a typical WGS/
utility interface.

Results of the study indicate that the wind generator should be disconnected
from the distribution feeder for any disturbance which causes the normal sup-
ply to the feeder to open. This will prevent the wind generator from
attempting to supply the load on the feeder in an isolated mode, and will
assure interruption of power on the line to allow clearing time for faults.
Voltage variations on the distribution system due to wind gusting conditions
are more severe if the synchronous generator is connected to the feeder at a
point remote from the source (substation). They are also more severe for
decreasing gusts (loss of wind) than for increasing gusts of the same magnitude.
With the generator connected to the system at the substation, voltage varia-
tions on any feeder supplied from that substation are less than 0.5% for even
the most severe wind gust studied. With the generator connected near the end
of the feeder, the same wind gust causes distribution voltage to vary 2.2%.
The acceptability of these more severe voltage variations depends upon their
frequency of occurrence and upon the standard established by the particular
utility company to which the generator is connected. Ultimately, optimization
of the design of the pitch control system and the generator regulator could
reduce these variations. However, wind gusts up to the maximum design inten-
sity are not likely to cause the synchronous generator to pull out of synch-
ronism with the sytem, for the typical feeder investigated in this study.

While the results of this study are typical, giving general characteristics of
system performance, each specific installation will have to be studied separ-
ately to establish the operating conditions and electrical requirements particu-
lar to that installation. A detailed transient analysis of the WGS connected
to the network should also be performed for each installation to optimize the
installation and assure stability of the system under all operating conditions
at the selected site. Since this is normal practice for utility generating
installations, it does not present any unusual demands on the user utility.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The major conclusions and recommendations derived from this study are summarized
here. Detailed conclusions and recommendations pertaining to each subsystem of
the WGS are set out in the pertinent section of the Design Study.

1. The WGS concept selected for preliminary design consisted of a
2-bladed variable pitch rotor downwind of the tower driving an
AC synchronous generator at constant rpm through a fixed-ratio
gearbox. The dynamic components are mounted on either a steel
truss or concrete shell tower. Preliminary design confirmed
that this concept offers lowest capital investment and energy
cost, highest efficiency and reliability, least maintenance
and lowest technical risk. This system is recommended, with
steel, truss tower, for development, test and demonstration.

2. Two WGSs were designed for sites with median wind speeds of 5.4 m/s
(12 mph) and 8 m/s (18 mph), a low power system of 500 .kW and a
high power system of 1500 kW, respectively. For any site with
median wind speed between 3.5 m/s (8 mph) and 6.3 m/s (14 mph),
the.500 kW system will yield energy at a cost comparable to a
system optimized for that site. Similarly, the 1500 kW WGS can
be economically employed for sites with median wind speeds between
6.3 m/s (14 mph) and 9 m/s (20 mph). Therefore, these two designs
can be economically used at most feasible wind power plant sites
in the United States, and are recommended for development.

3. For rotors of the size required for the WGS, 40 to 60 m (130 -
200 feet) in diameter, technical considerations strongly favor
composite construction for the blades to meet the demanding
structural and dynamic requirements. It is recommended that
automatic filament wound fabrication techniques be used for
blade construction.

4. The rigid, non-articulated rotor hub design minimizes cost, com-
plexity and potential dynamic problems and is recommended for
the WGS.

5. Rotor torque control by changing blade pitch minimizes blade
operating loads and permits operation and control in fluctuating
aerodynamic flow regimes. Torque control through pitch varia-
tion is recommended. Since the blade pitch control rate is
determined by gust requirements, it is further recommended that
a design gust spectrum be defined prior to detail design of the
control system.
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6. Brakes capable of preventing rotor overspeed due to control
system failure or extreme gusts are not available commercially.
Therefore, a mechanical fail-safe emergency blade feathering
mechanism is recommended for incorporation into the rotor design
to prevent excessive overspeed. .

7. Conventional electro-mechanical control of rotor yaw orientation
and blade pitch is the method most acceptable to electric util-
ity companies. The mechanical emergency feathering feature
recommended above can be economically integrated into such con-
trols. Electro-mechanical control for rotor yaw orientation
and blade pitch is recommended.

8. Digital microprocessors offer significant advantages for normal
operations, such as sequencing and supervising control of startup,
shutdown, operations monitoring, failure detection, and data
transmission and recording. Microprocessors for control of these
operations are recommended.

9. Standard off-the-shelf electrical generating equipment such as
generators, transformers and switchgear can meet all technical
requirements of the WGS and is recommended. Either synchronous
or induction generators are suitable for the WGS. Proper design
of protective devices and electrical interface equipment will
make both compatible with the WGS. Therefore, it is recommended
that the detail design include provisions for either generator,
with the choice left to the utility company.

10. On a typical utility network, analysis shows that the WGS remains
stable and synchronized under most operational fault and wind
gust conditions. It is recommended, however, that the physical
and operational characteristics of the utility distribution net-
work be defined to permit selection of breaker and relay ratings,
and generator and regulator characteristics for the WGS detail
designs. These network characteristics should be defined to mini-
mize adjustments for a specific installation.

11. The steel truss tower is recommended. Although the pre-cast,
post-tensioned concrete shell tower is competitive in large pro-
duction runs and is considered preferable aesthetically, wind
shadow effects, emphasized by NASA's experimental findings
subsequent to completion of this study, will probably preclude
use of shell towers.

12. Analyses made during'this study show that a WGS can be competi-
tive with other energy sources. It is recommended that more
detailed analyses be performed during the detail design of the
WGS to determine specific applications and utility interface
requirements.
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13. Capital costs for the 500 kW and 1500 kW systems were derived
during this study as $901/kW and $481/kW, respectively, for
quantity production. Energy cost of 7.1tf/kWhr and 2.7£/kWhr for
the 500 kW and 1500 kW systems were derived. Yearly rotor main-
tenance costs, which were a major influence on the energy cost
figures, were conservatively estimated due to the lack of actual
operating experience for such rotors.

14. Operational and institutional issues, including utility attitude,
public acceptance, environmental impact, licensing, and safety
appear to present no insuperable barriers to the introduction of
WGS. However, it is recommended that the question of visual
acceptability of large numbers of units be explored to guide tower
design and siting.
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APPENDIX A

PROTOTYPE WIND GENERATOR SYSTEM COSTS

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Appendix is to examine and derive realistic costs for the
first prototype WGS systems of the size range developed in the Design Study
(NAS3-19404). The Design Study addressed future production costs for such
machines. Subsequent evaluations carried put by Kaman during the proposal
phase for an actual first unit of a similar WGS (Mod-1 proposal), and in con-
nection with other studies noted below, give an indication of the probable
cost of the first pre-production systems. Although these cost levels appear
excessively high when compared with the low cost of future machines projected
in the Design Study, there is, in fact, no real conflict.

The costs of a present day prototype system are higher than those of a full
production first unit due to a number of factors which are discussed and eval-
uated herein. The cost influence of each of these factors is estimated.

The several factors to be examined in this study include:

o Inflation

o Size changes

o Contractor capability and subcontracting

o Competitive procurement environment

o Production design improvements

o R & D non-recurring activities

o Learning curves

The effects of these factors on system costs are used to bring the Mod-1 Study
cost estimate for the 1000th production unit (180 ft diameter system in con-
stant 1975 dollars and an established and growing market) to the expected cost
of a near term, prototype first unit Mod-1 system (200 ft diameter in 1977
dollars). The expected end result prototype system costs are not affected by
the order in which these effects are estimated and applied; for illustration
purposes, the effects are applied in the order presented. Figure A-l summar-
izes these costs at the several levels considered. In addition, Tables A-l
and A-2 are given showing subsystem costs for both the Mod-1 1500 kW system
and for a 5QQ kW system.
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DISCUSSION

Table 10 of the Design Study Executive Summary presented estimated WGS costs,
including a subsystem breakout, for the 1000th unit (500 kW and 1500 kW sys-
tems). The cost level for this 1000th unit was projected by the parametric
model in the Design Study final report as approximately $749,000. The cost/
performance model that generated this cost level utilized a 95.5% unit learning
curve to reflect costs at different production points. On the basis of the
production price given above and the learning curve slope, the cost of the
first production unit would back-figure to approximately $1,185,000. In actual
fact, however, the cost of early engineering prototype units may be expected
to be considerably higher than this figure.

Based on work done by Kaman subsequent to the Design Study, specifically the
Mod-1 proposal effort, the WECS Off-Shore Study for ERDA, and other proprie-
tary Kaman work, it is possible to estimate the cost of a representative ini-
tial prototype unit which reflects the realistic factors for market situation,
development stage, and procurement scenario. Accordingly, these factors will
be examined in the following paragraphs as they influence the $1,185,000 first-
unit production cost figure given above. Note that for reference purposes,
the configuration which will be utilized is the 1500 kW, 200 ft-rotor diameter
system which has been established by NASA as the Mod-1 system.

Inflation. The $1,185,000 first production unit cost, derived in the subject
study, is based on 1975 dollars. Using an average inflation rate of 7% per
year, this is equivalent to a $1,400,000 first-unit price in the mid-1977
mid-point of the actual Mod-1 development program. Inflation also brings the
1000th unit cost up to $887,000.

Size Changes. Cost sensitivity analyses indicate that total system costs in
this size category will increase approximately $15,000 per foot of rotor diam-
eter, increasing the first-unit price to approximately $1,700,000 for the
200 ft diameter final Mod-1 configuration noted above.

Contractor Capability and Subcontracting. The Mod-1 Study cost analysis
assumed a wind turbine manufacturer with a breadth of capability to fabricate
and erect a complete system without major subcontracting. For near term pro-
totype wind turbines, however, such a corporate structure does not yet exist
and some subcontracting will be necessary, the actual amount depending on the
specific prime-subcontractor arrangement made.

The typical procurement arrangement used in this analysis assumes that a spe-
cialized manufacturer carries out the rotor system development and fabrication
and another contractor is responsible for the remainder of the system (nacelle,
drive train, tower and site preparation). It is also assumed that the rotor
manufacturer is the prime contractor for the total WGS system who subcontracts
the remainder of the system.
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For this program, the additional burdening effect resulting from the above pro-
curement arrangement is estimated to be $500,000, raising the expected first-
unit production cost to approximately $2,200,000.

Competitive Procurement Environment. At the present time, a competitive market
in wind turbine components still does not exist. Requests for vendor quotes
and cost estimates are complied with on only a routine basis. Given a future
market where manufacturers of generators, gearboxes, towers, etc., are aware of
the potential for future contracts, lower and more competitive subsystem prices
are likely. However, during the more limited market environment situation
which exists at present, it is expected that costs will remain higher by an
estimated 25%, resulting in approximately $2,800,000 for the first prototype in
a non-competitive market.

Production Design Improvements. The first prototype system cost in a non-
competitive market is also based on the assumption that a production design has
been evolved. At the present time, such a production design does not truly
exist and the first prototype unit design will not have had the advantage of
experience that will only come with operating time. It is believed that this
present lack of experience leads to conservative design loads and heavier and
more costly components.

The prototype status of the Mod-1 system also results in the adoption of compo-
nents which are available, but not necessarily ideally sized or configured for
full production use. The gearbox, generator, bearings, electrical system com-
ponents, etc., are selected for prototype use based on their availability and
general suitability for such use.

Additionally, again because of the prototype aspects of the Mod-1 system, some
of the components designed and/or selected will not be ideally suited, from a
produceability standpoint, for full production use. Given a production status
with sufficient units to amortize non-recurring costs, it is strongly believed
that more cost effective components could be utiltzed.

It is believed that all of the non-production aspects of the prototype system
just discussed would add an additional 25% to the costs, leading to an esti-
mated pre-production, first-unit prototype cost of $3,500,000. This represents
the cost of a wind turbine designed and built to today's state-of-the-art and
in today's competitive market. It is a 200 ft diameter, 1500 kW system. The
cost is expressed in 1977 dollars, and covers recurring costs primarily, with
a level of program management commensurate with the fabrication and erection
of a pre-production prototype.

R & D Non-recurring Activities. The above cost, however, does not yet reflect
the special costs for a design and development program as procured by a Govern-
ment agency, such as is the case for Mod-1. Non-recurring program elements
such as the presence of the Engineering Data System, the incorporation of test
instrumentation and planning, developmental testing, full technical and finan-
cial reporting and the R & D program management costs for the above work, are
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expected to add an estimated $1,200,000 to the Mod-1 program costs. It may be
expected, then, that a Mod-1-sized, Government-procured system would cost
approximately $4,700,000.

Learning Curves. The learning that will occur as the production progresses to
hundreds of units is difficult to estimate with precision. Actual learning
will occur only on those components such as blades and other rotor elements
which are of new design and where production is just beginning. On the other
hand, such items as gearboxes and generators are now in production and little
"learning" is likely to occur. Additionally, vendors are likely to pass on
the cost reductions resulting from learning only when competition from other
suppliers forces them to. Ordering quantities, tooling concepts and line
breaks all affect the learning to be expected. Analysis of component statuses
and pricing concepts for components and subsystems during the Mod-1 Study
derived a conservative 95.5% composite learning curve for the system. There
is no evidence to date leading to a change in that conclusion.

CONCLUSION/SUMMARY

The first-unit 1500 kW prototype cost has been estimated at $4,700,000, of
which $3,500,000 represents the cost of a pre-production first-unit. Figure A-l
summarizes the foregoing steps leading to this value. Table A-l shows a break-
out of estimated costs by major subsystem and by prime and major subcontractor.
The costs include the prime contractor's burden of subcontractor work. Typical
component industry average hourly, overhead, general, and administrative and
profit rates are used throughout.

Table A-2 shows a similar breakout of estimated costs for the 500 kW prototype
first-unit system, including R & D non-recurring costs.

In summary, this cost analysis has discussed the differences between prototype
development program costs and full production first unit costs and has esti-
mated the various cost elements therein. A breakout of prototype Mod-1 1500 kw
and of 500 kW system estimated costs has been presented, utilizing typical
industry rates and fees. The learning that may be expected as production pro-
ceeds and the conditions that affect learning have also been discussed; the
95.5% learning curve of the Design Study has been retained as the most likely
slope for learning projection which is foreseen at this time.
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